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Tentative Constitution Is Now In President's Office
Document Needs Only Poole's Signature
And Ratification By Student Body

Football Team Captains For Coming Season
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A tentative constitution for the government of the students of Clemson is now in President R. F. Poole's office awaiting his official action. The Constitution as reproduced on
page five of this paper has been accepted and passed upon by
the Senior Council in a meeting of that body Friday night.
A constitution committee of four*
students headed by James F
Cathcart, textile manufacturing
junior from Bishopville, presented to the student council the constitution which was adopted. The
r
document was based on the
"trial" constitutions previously
printed in the Tiger with minor
variations.
After the new constitution had
Earl Mazo, Clemson graduate,
been passed upon by the senior
council, it was submitted to the and former editor of The Tiger,
Student Government Faculty recently went to work on the
Committee. The document was news staff of the New York Herreceived by this committee on ald-Tribune.
Monday, and a motion to adjourn
While at Clemson, Mr. Mazo
for overnight study, carried.
studied
journalism under ProfesMinor changes were affected,
and Dr. Poole was notified that sor John Lane and was a member
in the opinion of the faculty com- of Gamma Alpha Mu, honor Engmittee the constitution is ready lish fraternity for writers.
for presentation to the student
During the War, he served on
body.
Serving on the Constitution the staff of Stars and Stripes in
Committee with Cathcart were B. London and made a number of
K. Sutton, textile manufacturing combat missions.
On returning from the war, he
senior from Greenville, James R.
Anderson, textile manufacturing worked as editorial writer on the
senior from Elmhurst, 111., and Camden, N. J. Courier Post.
In 1949 Mr. Mazo took over the
Maxie B. Burch, arts and sciences
managership
of the campaign of
junior from Florence. Their version was presented to the Senior Elmer Wene, candidate for goverCouncil after extensive research, nor of New Jersey. Wene was
as was a proposed constitution defeated by a narrow margin.
Mr. Mazo then became execufrom another similar group of
students. Certain points from the tive director of the Democratic
rejected proposal were incorpo- Party in New Jersey.
rated into the accepted one.
f the constitution receives the
signature of Dr. Poole it will be
put before the student body in
the form of petitions for ratification, n the event that it carries
Clemson's Intramural Sports
the required absolute majority of
signatures it will then replace the Council will present "Famous For
Fun," a variety show, at the colpresent governing constitution.
lege chapel on Thursday, March
30, at 7:30 p. m.
The show features Mr. Ree,
master of illusion, and will include
The Frye Entertainers, "Susie and
Henry," and Madame Melba,
America's leading lady ventriloDr. M. D. Farrar, head of the quist.
Music, laughs, gags and thrills
Clemson Entomology and Zoology
Departments, was in Washington, are incorporated into a program
D. C, on March 33. He attended which is intended for the enterhearings held by the Food and tainment of both children and
Drug Administration on the resi- adults.
Admission will be 35 cents for
due of insecticides and fungicides
high school students, 50 cents tot
left on fruits and vegetables.
He presented testimony before college students and 75 cents for
the Food and Drug Administration adults.
All proceeds will be used to
showing experimental results obtained at Clemson with several purchase championship keys,
of the new organic insecticide ma- which are to be awarded to intramural sports champions.
terials.

Clemson College Concert Committee will present the
third in its free- Sunday Concert Series at 3:30 on Sunday
afternoon, March 26. At this time the committee will present
the Saint Louis Sinfonietta, a chamber ensamble composed
of featured solo players from the Saint Louis Symphony
Orchestra.
♦
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Glee Club To Give
Annual Concert In
Chape! March 28

Hires Earl Mazo

Former Tiger Ed

Variety Show To
Play At Clemson

Dr. Farrar Attends
Washington Meet

the drill exhibition of the organization at the Mother's Day Parade.
The Clemson football Tigers may not have as many players on the
traveling squad in the 1950 pigskin season, but one thing is sure
. . . they'll send more men out on the field for the toss of the
coin than any of their opponents. The Tigers, immediately prior

Expert Wood Carver
To Present Lecture
Jfl Woman's Club

to the kickoff in Saturday's Intra-Squad game, picked Fred Cone,
the Bengal's candidate for All-American honors this fall, as their
team captain. Ray Mathews, Wyndie Wyndham, Billy Grigsby
and Jackie Calvert were all chosen alternate captains. All will
finish their grid service for Coach Howard in the 1950 season.

BEAUTY QUEENS

Clemson Men Will Cutaway Of Diesel
Miss Shirley Patton To Command Troops Serve On insect
On Display Here
At Parade; PR's Choose Honorary Leader Control Group
Several Clemson men were re- April lr 2, And 3
Miss Shirley Patton, pretty bru-

She was escorted by Albert H.
Peters of Summerville. Miss Patton will reign • over the annual
Mother's Day Parade, to be held
on May 14.
Miss Patton was chosen as honorary commander of the 'cadets
by a group of judges composed of
Col. Forrest C. Cookson, Dr. J. C.
Green, Lt. Col. R.. B. Smith, Lt.
Col. E. C. Watson, Prof. Frank
Burtner, Capt. W. M. Beavin, and
a freshman, whose name is not
known.
Miss Patton received the emi blem of her rank, and a big bouProfessor John B. Gentry, of quet of red roses. She was prethe Clemson Education Depart- j sented at the dance after interTOP MEN
ment, spoke to members of Blue i mission, and she and her escort
Key, national honor leadership j proceeded through the traditional
fraternity, at a meeting Monday "Arch of Steel.'
Miss Patton, a junior ot Furnight.
He spoke on present conditions man, majors in elemenary educaand short comings of the South tion and plans to teach school
upon graduation in 1951.
Clemson chapter of the Alpha*
Carolina Public School System.
Zeta, national agriculture honor
At the Saturday night dance,
Gentry, a graduate of Furman
fraternity, recently elected fifteen
University, did graduate work at Miss Sally Langley, of Greenville
new members into the club. The
Duke University and the Univer- and Greenville High School,, was
pledges will be sworn in as full
sity of Georgia. He served as chosen Honorary Cadet Captain
members after one week of inprincipal of schools in various of the Pershing Rifles, Company
formal initiation.
towns throughout South Carolina C-4, national military organizaThe principal function of the
before he came to Clemson in tion.
organization is to recognize and
Miss Langley was the date of
1947 as Veteran's Contact Repbring closer together students of i
resentative. Prof. Gentry served W. C. Gressette of Florence. She
agriculture. The members are
Mrs. J. B. (Paquita) Stevens in this capacity for about a year will be presented at the Mother's
elected on the merits of their will be the guest speaker at the and then transferred to the Edu- Day Parade during the drill exscholarship, leadership, character April meeting of the Clemson cation Department.
hibition of the Pershing Rifles.
and personality.
Woman's Club to be held in the
The recently elected members Chemistry Lecture Room on April
tie: L. R. Allen, vocational agri- 6 at 3:30 p. m.
culture education sophomore from
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens are creaCentral; R. L. Boozer, vocational tors of the nationally known Paagriculture education sophomore quita dolls and figurines, and
from Leesville; C. M. Brown, have recently moved to HenderStudents who wish to com- of moral courage and intesest in
agronomy senior from Oswego; sonille, North Carolina.
one's fellow-man quite as much
W. H. Craven, agronomy senior
Mrs. Stevens became adept at pete for Rhodes Scholarships as in the more aggressive qualifrom Bamberg; and J. M. Curry wood carving after a severe back to study at the University of ties.
agronomy senior from Clemson.
Physical vigour is an essential
injury which virtually immobil- Oxford must make applicaqualification for a Rhodes ScholAlso elected were: J. W. Gre- ized her for two years. She first
gory, agronomy junior from began wood carving and whittling tion prior to October 28, 1950. arship, but athletic prowess is of
A candidate to be eligible must less importance than the moral
Union; C. P. Hamer, agronomy as occpuational therapy treatment
junior from Tatum; O. F. Huff, for this injury* and developed ex- (a) Be a male citizen of the qalities developed in playing outUnited States, with at least five door games. Financial needs does
agronomy senior from Branch- ceptional skill at this craft.
ville; H. M. Lightsey, agronomy
In addition to her carving, Mrs. years' domicile, and unmarried. not give a special claim to a
sophomore from Columbia; and Stevens has made a number of (b) By the first of October of this Scholarship.
Thirty-two Scholarships are asW. M. Manning, horticulture jun- appearances before women's clubs year have passed his nineteenth
ior from Columbia;
and other organizations. Her and not have passed his twenty- signed annually to the United
Also B. G. Maxfield, animal talks concern the hobby of whit- fifth birthday, (c) By the time of States.
In each State there is a Comhusbandry senior from Pendleton; tling and demonstrations of wood application have at least a junior
Li. G. Melton, animal husbandry carving are presented with the standing at some recognized de- mittee of Selection which may
gree-granting university or col- nominate two candidates to apsenior from Lyman; H. H. Whe- lecture.
pear before the District Commitless, agriculture engineering senShe has written articles on her lege in the United States.
Success at being elected to of- tee. Each District Committee
ior from Thomaston, Ga.; L. D. hobby for several magazines and
Reynolds, vocational agriculture also made numerous radio and fice in student organizations may then selects from the twelve canor may not be evidence of lead- didates so nominated not more
education post graduate from television appearances.
Timmonsville; and T. D. Wilson
Each member of the Clemson ership in the true sense of the than four men who will represent
agriculture education junior from Womans Club is invited to bring word. Mr. Rhodes evidently re- their state as Rhodes Scholars
fl
garded leadership as consisting at Oxford.
Ci^mson.
a guest to this meeting.

Alpha Zeta, Honor Fraternity,
Taps 15 Outstanding Ag Students

nette of Furman University and
St. George, was named Honorary
Cadet Colonel of the Clemson
Corps of Cadets at the Friday
night formal dance of the Military Ball.

Professor Gentry
Speaks At Blue
Key Meet Monday

cently appointed to a Cotton Insects Control Committee for 1950
at a meeting of the State Agricultural Committee held in Columbia on March 9.
The Clemson men named to
serve are D. W. Watkins, Clemson
Extension Service; B. D. Cloaninger, Clemson Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis Department
(Chemical analysis of insecticides); W. C. Nettles, Clemson
Entomology and Plant Disease
Extension Work; L. M. Sparks,
Jr., Clemson extension cotton insects and disease specialists; A.
H. Ward, J. T Lozar, and L. B.
Massey, district agents, Clemson
Extension Service.
This committee will function in
promoting a state-wide cotton insect control program by coordinating the efforts of agencies and
groups concerned with this problem.
The first meeting of the group
will be held at the Jefferson Hotel
in Columbia, on Wednesday,
March 22, at 10:30 a. m. County
committees are expected to be
appointed at an early date.
The state and county committees will immediately launch an
intensive program to be continued
throughout the cotton growing
season.

A full-sized cut-away diesel locomotive "B' unit, built by the
Electro-Motive Division of General Motors Corporation, will be
displayed at Clemson on April 1,
2, and 3, from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
The exhibit will be placed at
the Southern Depot and a Southern Hallway diesel expert will be
on hand during the time that the
exhibit will be open, except Sunday, to explain the operation of
the machinery to visitors.
The locomotive unit Is currently
being taken by the Southern Railway System, on a tour of it's
lines, for inspection by college and
university engineering students,
employees of . the railroad and
others.
It is arranged so that visitors
can study operation of the machinery from the exterior of the
car, or go inside for a close-up
of the diesel engines, generator
and other machinery.
The outer covering of the 1500
horsepower two cycle diesel engine has been removed at various places to provide "portholes"
through which visitors can observe the moving machinery.
Lights and mirrors have been
strategically placed and aid in
presenting a complete view of the
machine in operation.

Rhodes Scholarships Open To Students

T

Saint Louis Sinfonietta Will Give Free
Concert In College Auditorium Sunday

No scholar will be selected
until he has been interviewed by
the Committee of Selection. Candidates must, however, pay their
own expenses in appearing before
State Committees.
Holders of an approved degree
from a College or University, who
have pursued a course at that
College or University for at least
three years, can obtain Senior
status at Oxford, which carries
with it exemption from all examinations prior to the Final
Honour School and makes it possible to obtain a B. A. degree
in two years.
Students who have completed
satisfactorily at least two years
at such an approved College or!
Uniersity will be entitled to ma-i
triculate at the University of Oxford without examination, but!
will not receive senior status.
No restriction is placed upon al

i
Rhodes Scholar's choice of studies. |
He may, subject to the approval j
of his College, read for the Ox- |
ford B. A. in any of the Honour |
i
Schools, or, if qualified by previous training, may be admitted
to read for an advanced degree
such as the B. Phil., B. Sc, B.
Litt, B. C. L., or D. Phil.
State Committees of Selection
will meet on December 6, and
District Committees on December
9. Scholars-elect will enter the
University of Oxford in October,
1951.
Additional
information
and
copies of the regulations may be
obtained by writing Dr. Frank
Aydelotte, American Secretary to
the Rhodes Trustees, Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton, N. J.
Any student interested should
contact Dean F. M. Kinard, dean
of the School of Arts and Sciences.

The Clemson College Glee Club
will present its annual concert
in the College Chapel Tuesday,
March 28, at 8 p. m. The program
will include "Onward Christian
Soldiers," "All Through the
Night", both arranged by Fred
Waring; selections from "South
Pacific"; a Robert Shaw spiritual; and piano solos by Professor
H. H. McGarity, director of the
Glee Club.
A trumpet trio, composed of
John Moore, Lucas Aimar, and
Derrick Stalvey, and drummer
Jimmy Shields, as accompanists
to the choral group will present
an arrangement of "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic'
Soloists in this concert will be
Bill Clardy, C. H. Evans, Bill
Schwartz, and Perry Trakas.
Piano accompanists will be Miss
Nancy Hunter and Jack Padgett.'
The 1950 officers of the Glee
Club are Hayward Bagwell, president; Bill Clardy, vice-president;
and James Patterson, secretary.
Publicity for the club is handled
by Davit Witt, and the librarian
is Grady Daniels. Dewey Lock
is business manager of the group,
and Jack Padgett is the student
director. Perry Trakas serves as
sergeant-at-arms.
This year the Glee Club has
"participated in the Clemson Religious Enphasis Week Program,
and the World Day of Prayer,
held at the Clemson Baptist
Church on February 25.
They presented a program at
the Anderson Beauty Review,
held on March 10, and sponsored
by the Anderson Junior Chamber
of Commerce.
On March 15, the Glee Club
made recordings in conjunction
with the Band for the RCA Victor Company, and they appeared
at a concert in Greer on March 20
Pending concerts will be at Belton and Abbeville, and, on April
4, the choral group will present a
program at the meeting of the
Clemson Sage Club.

The Sinfonietta is under the direction of Paul Schreiber, who
conceived and founded the Sinfonietta in 1937. The ensemble
contains every instrument fovmd
in a full sized orchestra, and the
instruments are especially chosen
to permit the Sinf onnietta to present impressionistic compositions
and classic symphonies with teue
tonal fidelity.
The Sinfonietta is one of the
few organizations of its kind in
this part of the United States to
take its place as an established
and operating small symphony
orchestra. Its annual tours are
now booked many months in advance end are developing into
widely expanding annual engagements.
Since tine Sinfonietta is about
the same sized group for which
many of the classical compositions
were written, it is capable of extremely accurate and beautiful intrepretations which are impossible for larger "augmented" symphony orchestras.
The program selected for Clemson includes compositions by
Bach, the Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart, Hayden's Symphony in D Major, and
popular compositions by Jerome
Kern.
There will be no admission fee
for the concert, and all Clemson
students and the public are cordially invited.

Cantata Be Heard
At Local Church
"The Triumph of the Cross," a
Lenten cantata by H. Alexander
Matthews, will be sung by the
Methodist Church Sunday morning, April 2, at 11:30 o'clock.
April 2, at 11:30 o'clock.
This service of music will be
the worship service for this date.
In addition to the chorus oi
mixed voices, there will be soprano, alto, tenor and baritone
solos.
The choir is directed by Mr.
C. H. Watson. Mrs. Ed Freeman
is the organist.

HONOR SOCIETY

Minarets Elect Ten Leaders From
Architecture Department Into Frat

Iota Lambda Sigma
Elects Eight Men
Eight new members are being
initiated into Gamma Chapter of
Ioda Lambda Sigma, National
Professional Industrial Education
Fraternity. The formal iniation
will be held Thursday evening,
March 23 at the Y cabin.
The Fraternity is a national
organization, and has chapters
in some of the leading universities and colleges of the nation.
The new members are C. R. DeBose, senior of Ellington; B. J.
Novit, senior of Charleston; J.
F. Vefner, senior of Ashland, Ga.;
E. A. Smith, senior of Spartanburg; O. S. Baldwine, junior of
McClellenville; and C. P. Pyler,
senior of Clemson.
The officers are A. W. Smarr,
president, and W. P. Turner,
treasurer.

Brotherhood To Give
Square Dance Sat.
Tiger Brotherhood, campus honorary fraternity, will sponsor a
square dance to be held in the
little gym in the field bouse Saturday night at 8:00 o'clock.
Cake walks will also be sponsored to add to the entertainment
of the evening. Admission price
has been set at 35 cents, eithe
stag or for couples.

New members of the Minarets,
honor architectural fraternity at
Clemson, were recently announced
by William E. Helms Jr., junior,
of Molino, Florida, president of
the organization.
Elected to the fraternity were:
Thomas C. Bass, junior, of Greenville; John T. Coursey, senior o'
Charlotte, North Carolina; William B. Chamness, junior, of Bennetsville; Howard G. Love, junior,
of Columbia; and Henry D. Boy
kin, junior, of Boykin.
Also elected were: Staurt R
Perm, senior, of Anderson; Georgf
F. Yecko, senior, of McDonald
Pennsylvania; Clayton M. Hylanc"
junior, of Brain tree, Massachu
settes; James M. Shields, junioi
of Nashville, Tennessee; and Ha
L. Pridgeon Jr., sophomore, o
Clemson.
The Minaret fraternity serve
as the student voice in the archi
tectural school and acts as a med
ium for furthering student-faculty relations. The fraternity also
sponsers many displays and extra-curricular activities of the department.
The newly elected pledges,
deemed "scabs" by the active
"sahib" members, are presently
indulged in a week of informal
initiation. Dring the week, tht
scabs" must cheerfully submit to
11 requests made by the "sahibs."
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Staff Writer Investigates Turmoil
At Guard Room; Learns The Facts
Why Make Excuses?
They Will BeTurned Down
By BILL DENSON

rhursday, March 23, 195f

Beauties Selected At Military Ball

Judges in College TV Contest

<

Last Saturday morning after a
delightful' 8 to 9 o'clock snooze
(compliments of our honorary
cadet colonel) I happened to be
sauntering down the front corridor of Simpson Hall (first barracks is now a vulgar word) when
I noticed a small riot going on in
front of the guard room. Thinking
everyone was signing up, or that
the Seneca girlie show had put up
advertisement for some student
assistants, I elbowed my way in to
Tolunteer my services. By cleverly kicking the thighs of anyone
in front of me who was shorter
than 5 feet, I soon managed to
get to the front' of the crowd.
Everyone seemed to be shuffling
over, pieces of yellow cardboard
until they found A certain one,
reading it, and then bursting into a flood of pitiful tears. Being
the Inquisitive type, I asked a
freshman, who was mttering
something about the zorros, what
the rukus was all about. Between
gobs he managed to tell.me that
his permit to attend his step
cousin-in-law's iniation into the
United Tree Top Trimmers Of
The World had been disapproved.
Taking an old piece of orange
sack put of his pocket, I made
him blow his nose and qit tearing out his hair, n order to show
him that he was not the only
one dealt such a" cruel blow by
Fate, I proceeded to show him
some of the other permits that
were also disapproved. Making a
quick calculation, I discovered
that the great-grandmothers' of
29 Clemson men were either dead
or dying, that 44 cadets had
broken their glasses, that 36 men
required the services of a dentist,
and that 1 man wanted to go
home to trade cars. As a service
to all my fellow cow-dets I decided to publish a few of the excuses which didn't quite make
the grade in order that they may
be thinking up some original ones.
It must be tiresome for Sargent
Zoren to read the same old chestnuts every week.
(The following are actual
copies of disapproved permits,
and any resemblence to LeRoy's
joke column is purely accidental.)
"Dear sir:
I have some important papers
t0 sign,by the first of April."
"Dear sir:
My,father is to be ordained a
deacon and I would like very
much to be with him."
"-Sir:
To help with the Church Social Friday night.' (Dr. Graham
would be de-lighted at the religious fervor of Clemson men,
especially on week ends.)
"My dear sir"
My company is being moved
out this weekend and I would
like t0 go home."
"Sir"
My family and friends are giving my father a 75th birthday
party.'
"Dear Sir"
"I lost my glasses & I have
severe dizzy spells. I should like
to go home in order to get my
other pair."
"Sir:"
A friend of mine is in the hospital with a broken jaw and I
would like to visit him. He is very
close to me."
"Sir:"
"I am home sick and I would
like to go home and see my family."
"Sir:"
"I am home sick an<* I would
like to go home and see my girl."
"Sir:
I -would like to go home and
see about my crop."
"My dear Sir"
Blew out tire on car last weekend & have guarantee at home
to get new one. Would like to
go home and get it.'
"Sir:
Would like the weekend off to
see about my selective service
classification."
"Sir:
My girl is in a music recital Saturday night and I would like very

Size Of Classes
Effects Capacity
For Learning
Recent research on the effect
of class size on student discussion
seems to indicate that the size of
a group makes a difference in the
effectiveness of the learning experience of the group as a whole.
John Steinbeck, novelist, rifht; Charles M. Underhill, CBSThis statement; released in a reTV Program Director, Venter; and Donald Davis, producer for
port by Vera Z. Washburne of the
World Video, Inc., will select the four winning scripts in the semeStephens College Psychology Dester-long CBS Awards competition for original television dramas
written by collegians. Entry blanks must be obtained from CBS
partment, gives further evidence
Awards, 15 K. 47th St., New York City. Contest ends June 20.
that there are disadvantages -in
groups being either too large or I
too small.
In a • recent experiment here, |
wire recordings were made of
classroom discussions and these
were stenographically transcribed i
The Columbia Broadcasting System is sponsoring a nafor evaluation, according to the I
tion-wide
literary contest which is open to anyone eighteen
report. "Because one group ex-|
hibited the following characteris-1 years of age or older enrolled in an accredited college or unitics and difficulties, we conjee-1 versity in the United States.
tured that it was too small for the j The contest closes June 20, 1950. awarded in case of ties.
Prize-winning scripts will bebest group discussions. In gen- All entries must be postmarked by
come the property of CBS.
eral the group took much too per-1 that date to be eligible for the
CBS Awards drama writing contonally any expression of opinion, [ test.
NOTE OF APPRECIATION
any interpretation of fact, and ev-j The awards in the contest are
I wish to express my sincere
en the most sensitive direct teach-j $500 for an hour-length script or
ing. Specifically, it seemed that:; $250 for a half-hour script. The appreciation to the people of
competition will be conducted in
Clemson who were so kind and
n such an intimate situation, *
four stages.
understanding after the death
discussion tended to become arguEntries
dated
later
than
March,
ment, the mutual search for truth,; April or May 20 will automatically of my wife. It would have
personal offense or defense, and be entered in the succeeding com- been.impossible for me to have
petition period.
instruction, personal criticism.
attended to the many arrangePrize winners will be announcThe students attention was apt ed on the last Friday of each ments without the help of
to be turned to defending his per- month during March, April,' May friends who did not ask what
to do, but rather did what had
sonal position because he became and June.
to be done.
No scripts may be entered withoverly aware of the opposing inVery truly yours,
out
official,
numbered
entry
William O. Allen
dividual, and because he lacked
blanks
which'
must
be
obtained
support from others who shared
his intellectual and emotional by writing directly to CBS
Awards, Headquarters, 15 East
views.
Because the objectivity of the 47th Street, New York City.
larger group was missjng, both the! Judges in the competition are
students and the teacher became John Steinbeck, Novelist^ and
distracted by the single person- vice-president of World Video;
alities and as a consequence their I Charles M. Underhill, CBS direcattention was diverted from the! tor of television programs; and
Donald Davis, producer of "The
learning task.
Likewise, because another group Play's the Thing."
showed the following character-! All entries must be original telistics, we conjectured that it was' evision draijnas which have never
too large, n such a group the been produced on the air or pubdifficulties seemed to be the re- lished. Adaptations of existing
sult of a sense of irresponsibility novels, short stories, plays or
other literary creations will not be
on the part of the student, owing, accepted.
possibly to their feeling of anonScripts will be judged for origymity or of individual insignificance. Specifically it seemed that:! inality, freshness and ingenuity in
exploring television as a new inSuch feelings resulted from the tinyte visual-auditory medium.
fact that the group was so large
The judges' decisions will be
that the individual student, once final, and duplicate prizes will be
he had made a remark, could J
fairly depend on not being called j
again to hold himself responsi- j
bl» for the implications and further development of his remark.
He could depend on the fact that
in the sheer bulk oF the discusFrances Margaret Stribling,
sion his point would be lost or
obscured.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
In the too large class the im- Stribling of Clemson, -received
minence of the student's partici- her Master of Science Degree in
pation in class was reduced, and Home Economics at the Univertherefore his responsibility and sity of Tennessee, March 18. Mr.
accountability for the quality of and Mrs. Stribling and their two
his participation was lessened. As sons were present at the gradua result the student's preparation ation exercises.
Miss Stribling graduated from
for the class was deleteriously affected."
Calhoun-Clemson High School,
and went on to graduate from
Winthrop College in Home Ecomuch to attend."
nomics in '48. She was a member
"Sir;
of the Senior Order, and wag
The girl I was taking to the president of the home economics
dance is sick and I would like to organization while at Winthrop.
be with her.'
She will begin work sometime
"Dear Sir;
this week as assistant dietician at
I haven't been any where for the University of Tennessee cafea time and would appreciate it teria. The University cafeteria
very much to be with a few serves approximately three thousfriends for while."
and students a day. Miss StribIf there's a moral to be gotten ling will be in charge of student
from this column, you find it.
personnel.

PENDLETON
THEATRE
"The Little Theatre With the
Big Hits"
PHONE 3341

Friday, March 24
'SHE WORE A
YELLOW RIBBON1

(, B. S. Sponsors Contest For Video Script
Writers Amonq Nation's College Students

Monday, March 27
'FIGHTING MAN
OF THE PLAINS'
Randolph Scott

4

Ensigns Eligible
For AdvancementProfessor M. C. Bell of the
Math Department announced recently that all Ensigns,' U. S. N.
R., who have had their commissions for more than three years
may be eligible for advancement
to Lieutenant, junior grade.
Anyone wishing to inquire in
this matter, should contact Mr.
Bell between 7:30 and 8:30 p. m.
any Wednesday night in Room 20,
Main Building.

Prof To Attend Meet
Of Speech Association
James D. Winter, assistant professor of English, will attend a
meeting of the Sothern Speech
Association in Birmingham, Alabama, April 6 and 7.
The Association will meet with
Miss Shirley Patton, shown with her escort, Albert H. Peters,
the American Educational Theawas chosen to represent the Cadet Corps for 1950. As Honorary
ter.
Cadet Colonel, she will review the Mother's Day Parade to be held
"The Role of Speech in World
May 14. Miss Patton is from St. George, and she attends Furman
Affairs" will be the theme of the
University.
meeting, with John Temple
Graves one of the principal speakThey that give up essential lib- What we do for ourselves alone
ers.
Also on the program will be ertj to obtain a little temporary] dies with us;
a production of "Tartuffee," pre- safety deserve neither liberty nor j what we do for others and the
safety.—Benjamin Franklin.
I world remains and is immortal.
sented by Auburn students.

let ifou/i own TASTiand THROAT he the judgei
FOR SMOOTHNESS AND MILDNESS ...

Frances Stribling
Receives Degree

There's never
a rough puff
in a Lucky
Semuae lucky Stoi&e
Afeam fine 7&6acecf

SHELLEY WINTERS says:

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
Phone 460
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

SUMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store
YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.
Phone 630

JOHN WAYNE

Saturday, Mar. 25
'Western Renegades'
Johnny Mack Brown
Late Show — 10:15
'We Were Strangers'
Jennifer Jones
John Garfield

Miss Sally Langley was chosen Honorary Cadet Captain of Company C-4, Pershing Rifles, at an intermission party held in the
Blue Key room Saturday night of the Military Ball. Miss Langley, a student at Greenville High School, will be presented during

Sporting Goods

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

PC

Luckies are smooth. That's why
they're my steady smoke!'

You're right, Shelley.. . you can always count on
Luckies to give you the real smoothness, mildness
and deep-down smoking enjoyment you want.
And, smokers, you can depend on Luckies because
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco—fine, light, naturally mild tobacco that's always smooth. Yes, let
your own taste and throat be the judge. Find out for
yourself—get a carton of Luckies today!

ANDERSON, S. C.

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
SPARK PLUGS
OIL FITTERS
FUEL PUMPS
Phone 382

GAS FILTERS
SPEEDOMETER CABLES
AIR CLEANERS
Seneca, S. C.

Be sure le see Shelley Winters in "South Sea
Sinner," a Universal International production.
' COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COM.AMY

Lucky Strike.eeso round, so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw
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lemsoo Men Requested To Help Overseas Students
are Aid Sought For Medical Students;
1st Turned In By Vienna Professor

Prepare For Recordings

SCHOOL IS HOST

Southeastern ASME Will Hold Meeting
At Clemson; National Prexy To Speak

j Dr. Ernest Lauda, Dean of the
[fedical 'Faculty of the University
Vienna ' Medical School, has
Regional students conference of
ned over to CARE a list of 81
the American Society of Mechanleediest .students "to whom a
(ARE package would mean a
ical Engineers for the Southeast|ery great help."
ern states will meet at Clemson
The destitute medical students, V. S. ROUND-UP
on April 7 and 8. This region
iggling to eke out a living
includes accredited departments
March 15th has come and gone,
Irhile they pursue their studies,
Skidmore College has establishof mechanical engineers in all of
[rere recommended by the Aus- leaving Uncle Sam richer and
ed a new experimental examinatian College Students Associa- most individuals poorer as a rethe Sotheastern states from Virtion system. Under the new syslon, Dr. Lauda explained. "Their sult of income tax payments due
ginia to Mississippi and from Tentem some of the examinations are
teed," he wrote, "is apparent on that date. As usual, all over
nessee to Florida. Thirteen col(side from the fact that they are the country millions of taxpayers
scheduled and others are not. The
leges are included in this group
leieased from paying fees for lec- scrambled to get their returns in
scheduled exams are spaced 21
and
it
is
expected
that
between
250
jres, which are very modest."
on time.
and 300 students and faculty hours apart and must be taken
Lecture fees at the medical
President Truman arrived at
members from these institutions when scheduled unless they conIchool are only $4.60 a semester
will attend.
flict with other exams. UnschedJARE'S Austrian mission pointed Key West for a three-week vacafut in forwarding the report to tion after a rough trip from WashOne representative from each uled exams may be taken when
ington
aboard
the
Presidential
»e non-profit agency's New York
school will present a technical desired as long as they are also
headquarters. Yet one out of ev- yacht Williamsburg. Notoriously
paper on Friday, April 7, and the spaced 21 hours apart.
an
uncomfortable
ship
in
bad
fry nine of some 3000 students
In making this change, the adwinners will be awarded prizes
[nrolled in the medical school weather, the Williamsburg rolled
lannot pay the fee, the report and pitched most of the way, rewhich are given annually by the j ministration hopes by the equal
ducing the entire party to what
lilted.
American Society of Mechanical spacing to give more time for
Five of the young men and wo- Press Secretary Charles G. Ross
Engineers. In addition to the review for each examination. The
described
as
"mainly
horizontal"
nen named by Dr. Lauda immedASME prize, the "Old Guard," system has been tested for the
ately received CARE food and positions.
Immediately after his arrival
life members who no longer are past year by the philosophy delextile packages donated by
required to pay dues, give a fourth partment with completely satisAmericans for a "needy Austrian." at Key West the President signed
Professor H. H. McGarity and a representative of the RCA Comprize for one of the student pa- factory results.
Among them was 25-year old the bill repealing all Federal
pany watch recording of the Clemson ARmm. Many favorites
pers.
Jertrude Hubner, now in her taxes on oleomargarine, making Perched precariously on the roof of Tillman Hall is steeplejack
of the Clemson students were recorded in the three record album,
On Friday evening, the annual
final semester after five years at the measure into law. States Jack Beaver. Jack is doing minor repair work on the tower,
which will go on sale May 1. Members of the Band and Glee Club
banquet will be held in the Clem- School of Engineering and others
(he university. A $10 CARE food which have their own taxes on reroofing it, and painting the ridge roll and finial (ornament on
son College mess hall and Mr. making a visit to nearby textile
top). This is the first time the tower has been reroofed since
are currently selling albums to the students, to be delivered upon
package was delivered to her margarine, or prohibit the manu
James D. Cunningham, President mills.
■mail, dingy room at Wien XIX, j f acture or sale of the colored vege- Tillman Hall was rebuilt after burning in 1894. It is estimated
completion.
of ASME, will make the princiStudents and faculty members
pyrkergasse 29. What would the ' table fat, are not affected by the that repairs will cost about five hundred dollars.
pal address. A dance will follow from the University of Tennessee,
food mean to her?
^ ' Feredal legislation.
in the college gymnasium for the Auburn, Mississippi State, Duke,
"Now I can buy a pair of shoes," i The Senate voted two and a
visitors.
North Carolina State, University
Ihe said. "The woman I live with j half billion dollars in further inSaturday morning will be de- of Virginia, University of Alahere will feed me free for months centives for the construction of
voted to inspection trips with bama, Vanderbilt, Georgia Tech.,
because I'll give her the foor. middle- income housing, but reCOMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
some students taking a tour and the University of South Carobought my last pair of shoes"—' moved from the bill the portion'
AND STUDENTS
through the laboratories of the lina will attend the meeting.
ae pointed to her scuffed brown! providing for aid i for housing co- j
By C. M. KENNEMORE
I ed South America, Cuba, and
[jxfords—"a year and a half ago.": operatives.' The measure goes to
108 N. Main Street
Greenville, S. C.
Inexpensive shoes cost about j the House of Representatives,;
E ro e
In
keeping
with
the
Tiger
policy
»
P
in Vienna—two months pay for, which already is about to con :' of
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
attempting to give a complete tnrJack became a steeplejack
Jertrude, who earns part of her sider a. similar bill containing
°ugh accident and an empty
vay through medical school by even more liberal assistance for coverage of campus personalities;
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
Jutoring in German and mathe- cooperatives than that which was and happenings this intrepid re- stomach—empty stomach espematics. She tutors 25 hours a taken out of the Senate bill.
cially.
MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
COOKIES
porter eagerly set forward recentnonth, makes 18c an hour. Her
President Truman has sent to ly. Before leaving the spacious
He started to work in the coal
only other income is the $11 a Congress twenty-one plans for
nonth she receives from her reorganization within six depart- and sumptuous Tiger office, I mines at the age of fourteen and
continued this for about two
Sother in lower Austria. "That ments and more than a dozen
years. Upon having a slight disis half of what my mother earns commissions, regulatory boards
116 N. Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
Easley, South Carolina
month," Gertrude told the ; ana 0ther agencies of the Governagreement with his foreman, Jack
ARE representative. "She clerks ment. These plans were strongly
decided to increase his knowledge
n the daytime and teaches piano SUpp0rted by, the Citizens Comof the beauty spots of his native
,t night."
mittee for the Hoover Report.
land.
In six months, Gertrude will i Among the changes proposed were
It was while broke and trying
itart her internship, which must j the abolition of the office of genast three and a half years before , eraj counsei of the National Lato draw his belt tighter in Omaha,
ifie can start general practice. bor Reiati0ns Board and transfer
Nebraska, that he started his presjie hospital, she said, will pay of the Maritime Commission func-1
ent occupation. A priest offered
ler $11 a month during most of tions to the Department of Com- I
him
the job of painting and re*er service, there (but in some merce.
Austrian hospials interns work
pairing
a four hundred and thirA cancer research center will I
one of their three years without be opened about April 1st at Oak
ty foot church steeple. Jack said
jay). Yet, despite the struggle Ridge, Tennessee, by the Atomic
he refused at first, but finally
Istill ahead, she is determined to Energy Commission. Experimenbroke down and accepted the job.
become a doctor. "It is the most
He has been steeplejacking for
beautiful profession. I want to tal treatment with radioactive
elements will be given to selectfifty-three years now, with the
lelp the sick,' she said.
, Another student who received ed patients from the Southeast. It
exception of an occasional trip to
la CARE food package was Ger- is reported that a special effort
the hospital and nineteen months
will
be
made
to
treat
leukemia
in
Ihard Dahm, 25, who plans to
^\
spent in the army during the
children,
one
of
the
worst
types
{specialize in neurology. "Maybe
Spanish-American War.
■I'm interested in it because I'm of cancer of the white blood cells.
Captain John G. Crommelin,
I was naturally curious about
|so nervous myself," he said.
Dahm fled to his native Austria of'a^Sn?and^ai1^!! f g6f ^^ed/ow To Be *| the accMe^ hThadTad in such
1
Ifrom Czechoslovakia in 1945.
Reporter In Ten Easy Lessons as a hazardous job and received
Iwhen the Czechs expelled all! mgs
"ethnic Germans." One reason I speeches attacking our" defense to the proper equipage. As per some gruesome stories in payment
for his present 'nervousness, the \'^hQ'es' . has been ordered fur- instructions I equipped myself for my curiosity.
CAR'E report stated, is that he is' l«"ghed indefinitely. His pay and with only the bare necessities.
It seems that Jack has had
.always on the lookout for odd jobs allowances will be cut in half. This meant that I took a ream
comparatively
few accidents in
Ito. support himself and his mother: Captain Crommehn announced he of copy paper, a few dozen well
would
the
course
of
his
work and had
sharpened
pencils,
an
extra
note[while he" continues his medical j
continue to make speeches,
studies, which he - started in would not back down on anything book, erasers, and a few other his worst fall in the spring of
■Prague in 1943.
i be ^ad 'said, and would not re- small items. To this I added a 1946. In this fall Jaok stated that
camera after getting a photogra- .
Those odd jobs—tutoring in tirecracked several vertbrae,
to show me the proper but[mathematics (25c an hour), night- son
Secretary of State'Dean Ache- pher
broke all the ribs on his left
ons and
watchman (95c a night), and
offered the Russians a seven- ^sin e m knobsjopush and pull,
y reportorial locality was side, broke both legs and arms,
■putting up political posters (80c a point program to" end the "cold t ?De the
tower of
war,"
but
said
that,
while
we
want
o
Tillman Hall, cracked his jaw bone, lost all his
Iday)—usually net him $17 a
on my own initiative
peace,
"we
do
not
want
it
at
any
* added a teeth on one side, and received a
Imonth.
fe w paper bags (air sickness
u
The government gives his wid price and will not be interna( knnwl
..
So T farpd fnrth > y° ! cut" °n the nead tnat required
n w;
owed mother an $1 monthly pen- ticnal suckers. His proposals were1flook
° -at that hunk of
masonry! only
fourteen stitches to mend."To
Ision. On their joint "income' (1) for Russia to take a position!
i cure these few cuts and bruses
I mother and son live as best they that would enable Germany, Ja ■ and wood, and I returned.
Jack s ent
Being of an extremely cautious!
P
eleven months and
lean in a six room house at pan and Austria to become freedays in a cast,
jwien XVIII, Blaselgasse 3, which countries; (2) for Russia to with- nature I gathered cra'mp-ons, al-j twenty-eight
Some of
the high lights of his
Ithey share .with five other peo- ; draw its military and police for- penstock, and a trusty rope.
If you think climbing to the career has been painting an
Jple.
| ces from satellite countries and
eighty-seven foot flag pole on a
"We pay $3 a month for rent. ! allow free elections to be held; (3) fourth floor for a class is bad,! fj
ity-six story building, and paint'
land the rest goes, for food,'' for Russia to discontinue its ob- you should try climbing that ing
a three hundred and twentyI Dahm told CARE. Dinner con- structionist tactics in the U. N.; tower on a strictly extra-curicular five foot high flag pole. His harddeal.
sists of vegetables, potatoes and (4) for Russia to join us in arI left the normal paths of pro- est job was dismantling a three
(bread five nights a week and some ranging realistic control or atomic
hundred and sixty-five foot brick
I meat on .week-ends.
weapons and limitations of all gress on the third floor and took smokestack in Topeka, Kansas.
to some ' rather rickety stairs.
Dahm knew all about CARE j armaments; (5) for Russia to stop
This was a rather long story, but
because he and his mother re- using Communism to overthrow These continued for several the ist
flights, and I finally saw a small'
£
of it was that he had
ceived a package a year ago. "It; established governments and to door. Making my way through ninety days to do the job and by
Born in Red Oak, Iowa, Roy graduated
He went to work at Consolidated Vultee
Cadet Carlson won his wingsSn April, 1943,
'lasted us two months," he related, cooperate in preventing indirect this aperture, I gingerly crawled various and sundry; means finishfrom Thomas Jefferson High School, at
in San Diego, building PBY's and B-24's.
was assigned to P-47 "Thunderbolts" with
•"I remember it well. It was last: aggression across national fron- out on the roof and looked around, i ed on the eighty-seventh day. It
Council Bluffs. He was ready to enter the
But it wasn't long until he had put in his
the 368th Fighter Group in England_, to
I winter. For many of us CARE tiers; (6) for Russia to change
University when war changed his mind.
was a vp
application for Aviation Cadet training.
break ground for the Normandy invasion.
When
they
eventually
revived
me
■
ry
good
story.
I meant our health."
its treatment of American repre- I looked up and saw that my! To me one of the most interestCARE representatives became sentatives in Iron Curtain counin
g comments made was that he
Linterested in the plight of the tries so that official representa- quarry was still far overhead. I | ad
reentered
the
tower
and"
sought
j
h
worked with a woman
[medical students while arranging tives of all nations might be treat.
further paths of ascent. It was j steeplejack for twenty-six years,
deliveries of new American med- ed everywhere with respect- and a series of ladders the rest of the j Their association was severed
ical books to the University of (7) for Russia to st
^t^j
only a year or so ago. I made a
way.
Veinna through cast contributions the pkture of ^ outside
Uttering- soothing murmers to brilliant remark to the effect that
| sent to the CARE Book Program, to ltg own
lf?
I was surpsised that the associaI which has been endorsed by the p(&GN ROUND-UP
KneeTTloSZt on^daunS tion had not been severed by
American Medical Association.
__
_
„
.
„
,
.
Knees,
i
continued
on,
aaunuess
Ki
T n¥1 H TTT
his death. For some strange reaNames and addresses of the J^ fe^
son he failed to appreciate this
1J
f needy medical students listed by ^ ~ ' '^A^' -c
f 57'6% ! a sraa11 openmg m tne slopmg remark.
tv^TjHiHa can be obtained bv
*
countrymen s votes in a roof I uneasily stuck my head
Jack claims the dubious disRoy completed 125 combat missions, leadBack home, he married the lovely Army
Major Carlson is now Chief of Operations,
writing to the Educatn Den"!! ^uT
The"* qUeSti0"R f °Ut &M ^ *"* *° ^ W^ * tinction of being the oldest workS return
IrA-RTT 20 Broad Street New
- The opinion in Belcharacter straight from the proing many of them, supporting the invasion
nurse from Lowell, Massachusetts, whom
2471st Air Force Reserve Training Cenand the advances on into Germany. Won
he had met at Cannes, France. After the
ter, at O'Hare International Airport, near
ivtk 5 N Y According To gium was that this ma5ority was auctions of Max Sennett, steeple- ing steeplejack in the country,
Air Medal, D.F.C., many other decorahoneymoon, he returned to finish his
Chicago. Has two husky sons, a fine job,
both from the point of years in the
^CAR^E'S Austrian mi^fonthf stu° t0° Sma11 to enable the King to Jack Jack Beaver.
tions. Promoted to Captain, then to Major.
a great career still ahead of him! .
studies at the University of Iowa.
HoW ever
Since Jack Wanted to get aS racket and of age.
I dents are as much in ' need of 1*^,*°™* ^™T
,
J
In addition to all this Jack said
CARE'S $10 woolen suiting pack- Leopold said that he considered much, done as possible-during the
the vot
as a mand
ages priced at $5.50 and $10.
„
f,
fte to return, monentary spell of fair weather, that he had reared two children.
and called for swift Parliamen- and as I was not fully at ease, I The son finished college in Civil
If you are single, between the ages of 20 and 26'A,
tary action to enable him to do j eagerly accepted his offer to meet Engineering and is now with the
with at least two years of college, consider the many
so
career opportunities as a pilot or navigator In the
army engineers. A daughter is
I Clemson Grad History -The mainland of China is re- himThelater.
U. S. Air Force. Procurement Teams are visiting many
next time I saw Jack he a practicing physician at present.
colleges and universities to explain these career
ported to be experiencing* its was partaking of one of the
From here Jack said that he
Instructor At VPI
opportunities. Watch for them. You may also get full
worst famine in seventy - two j twenty-five cups of coffee that he would probably go to Augusta. It
details at your nearest Air Force Base or U. S. Army
years.
About
t
h
ir
t
y
million
j
drinks
each
day.
seems
that
there
are
an
astonish-!
Leigh H. Maier, 1949 graduate
and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Station, or by writing to
Chinese are on short rations al- |' Jack Beaver calls Kansas City, ing number of dirty flag poles
In Arts and Sciences, recently took ready, with one report, saying] Missouri, his home and says that down there.
the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Art: Aviation Cadet
Branch, Washington 25, D. C
an instructors position with V. that residents of Shantung were he will be seventy years old this 'Personally, if it was left to
eating grass.
me to paint these poles we would
May.
P. I., Blacksburg, Virginia.
U. S. AIR FORCE
Foreign Minister dementis of
Though he works an area of be hanging our flags on the walls,
^fter finishing Clemson, Maier
Czechaslovakia has resigned, and ! thirty-two states regularly, fol- or windows, or some like spot.
took his M. S. in History at Penn- has been, replaced by Vice Pre-' lowing a more or less regular
He can have steeplejacking;
sylvania State, State College, mier Siroky. This had been ex-Troute that takes about two years I'll stick to making steeples out
I Pennsylvania.
(Continued on page 5)
' t0 cover, in his time he has work- of beer cans.

Weekly News
Digest

Skidmore College
Has Exam System

Jack Beaver, "Oldest" Sleepleback, Has
Led A Hazardous And Interesting Life

STONE BROTHERS

(OX SANDWICH & SPECIALTY CO.

SAM'S LUNCHEONETTE

Major Roy Cat/son, Mof/owa,
Traitiwg Executive, tf$.dir&mf
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By Charles Kennemore
It really looks as if Clemson is to get an
improved student constitution.
In this issue of the TIGER you will
find a copy of the proposed constitution
as finally approved to date. About all
that is needed now is ratification by the
students. That's us—you and me. So,
when the time comes be sure and put
your "X" wherever it is required.

This is not a perfect constitution. No claims
as such are made. It has some provisions
that I disagree with; it lacks things that a
think it should contain. In all probability
I will sound off about these things—later.
John D. Lane
_
Faculty Adviser
Ben E. Goodale
Circulation Adviser
Right now let's get it passed. There has
E. L. B. Qsborne
:
,
- Newa Bureau
Office Phone «221
been a darn lot of hard work put on this and
Entered as second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson. S. C.
Subscription Rate
_
|2.00
the various groups concerned have done a
Represented by National Advertising Service
swell job. The Senior Council and the
420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Council of Club Presidents are to be commended, but allocades go particularly to the
students that drew the basic constitutions up:
Jim Anderson, Maxie Burch, Foster Cathcart,
B. K. Sutton, and Bob Rayle, Howell Arthur,
Clemson's student government is nearing the final stages and MacNeil Howard.
Let 'em know about doing a good job.
of securing a decent constitution! On page one of this issue
a news story gives the breakdown on how this document
Last week I mentioned a movie in this
came into being. The proposed constitution itself is printed
column. I have no intention of letting this
on page five.
space become a cinema review or comTwo factors stand in the way of making this constitution a reality, Dr. Poole's approval, and ratification by the ment column, but I would like to devote a
little space to another movie this week.
student body.
Dr. Poole will, in all probability, approve the constituA COURAGEOULS PICTURE
tion and give his consent to the Senior Council's plan of subBefore,
I briefly commented on "East Side,
mitting it to the students.
The Council will pass a petition among the student body West Side" for one reason—eye appeal. That
in an attempt to secure a majority of the students' signatures means Ava Gardner. On that, or .her, I
so that the governing document carl be considered ratified.
need say no more. This week I want to be
Now the purpose for presenting the tentative constitu- a little more serious and make a passing comtion on page five is to bring before each man at Clemson the
ment on "Pinky".
exact document he will be requested-to vote for.
It was a wonderful show I thought, but let
Each of us should read the entire constitution and then
consider the antiquated document under which the student me warn you. If you desire merely a couple
government is now operating.
of hours of relaxation and pleasure, do not
It has long been said of Clemson students that they never bother to see it when and if you have the
vote on any matter and then complain about the policy adopt- opportunity. However, if you are interested.
ed. The present question is one which every man should conin a thought-provoking presentation of a sesider and give his opinion on.
If every student, particularly those below senior level, rious and delicate problem, see "Pinky". As
does not give serious attention to the petition, the aim of the some of you probably know it is one of the
Senior Council will be defeated. The constitution has been several, pictures made recently on the racial
drawn up for the students, and its main purpose for existence question.
is to serve the student body.
It greatly behooves us as a nation to opA great deal of work has gone into the conception of this
en
our minds to this problem, and particdocument so the least that the students can do is read it and
ularly does this apply to us as Southerners.
voice their opinions.
"Pinky" does not moralize, nor subtly attempt to offer a solution, but ft does make
one think—if you want to think.

Constitution Needs President's
Approvai And Students' Vote

Tiger Changes Letters To Tom
Clemson Policy; Protests Heard

It has taken courage to make pictures like
this and in reading about their release I was
greatly encouraged as to the thinking of those
of our nation that are in position of influence.
As I saw the show downtown I was greatly
interested in the reaction of the audience.
Quite frankly, I was disappointed; I evidently
expected too much of a Southern audience
simply because I had looked upon this particular group solely as college students, and
therefore something above the average in intelligence and maturity.
•But, regardless, I think "Pinky" was an excellent movie.

There has been some talk about the policy used by the
Tiger concerning Letters to Tom Clemson. It has been the
practice of this paper to print only those letters signed by
the writer, and no signatures were withheld. All letters requesting that the names be withheld were discarded because
of conflict with the standing policy.
So many complaints have been registered about this
practice that a revision of the rules governing letters to be
published seems necessary.
The Tiger will now print letters without the signatures,
but certain requirements must be met. If a person wants his
name withheld he must state at the end of the letter that the
name is. not to be published, but he must give his name and
address or phone number.
We request the address or phone number so that we can
GOODSEATS
be certain that the person whose name appears on the letter
I do not know who was responsible for the
actually wrote it.This check is for the person concerned and
student seating reservations at the Billy Grafor the protection of the paper.
The Tiger reserves the right to edit all letters written
to the Tom Clemson column.

Payment For Date's Room Is
Not Double Charging Students

By Hassell A. Simpson

ham harangue, but they are to be commended. The general consensus of the students
seems to be that it is the first time in the
memory of most of them that the student
body as a whole has been considered, and
they are delighted. While I cannot quite go
with that first extreme I was delighted also.
Graham made a right fair little talk, didn't
he?
I hear that Talk of the Town makes a
pretty good subject for conversation in
some history classes.

TIGER BROTHERHOOD INITIATION
CHILDISH
New prospective members of Tiger Brotherhood will soon be announced, I imagine.
Another session of informal initiation will
take place, capped by their famous parade
on Bowman Field.
Last fall, a great many of us witnessed
this spectacle. I laughed; you laughed; we
all laughed. It was amusing.
We saw a group of our fellow men, our
fellow students, openly and publicly ridiculed. They were made complete asses. But HAVE WE GOT A CONSTITUTION?
they were not the only silly people present.
I heard a vague rumor the other day that
The current members of this organization
the constitution-making groups had finally
were much more foolish and childish.
reached some sort of agreement, tyly inOh, sure, it was all in "good, clean fun!" formant (my, that sounds good) told me that
But when it becomes necessary to have the Council of Club Presidents, after some
slick maneuvering by several aspiring polifun at the expense and humiliation of your
ticians, had* to accept a compromise. That's
fellow man, then an extreme and ugly all right by me, 'cause I like the idea of havlow has been reached! Man has little
enough in this world, without his purported friends deliberately, and with malice
aforethought, destroying or lowering his Don't Get Me Wrong, But....
pride—the thing that can most truly be
called his own.

ing a President of the Student Body, as|
shown in the accepted version printed elsewhere-in this issue.
Some people are opposed to giving fresh-j
men (class representatives) equal represen-l
tation in the Assembly with upperclassmen,!
but since the Senior Council will remain asl
a disciplinary body, it seems that the As-I
sembly will not be responsible for decisions!
other than those which would affect ail |
classes equally.
Now, I understand, all that remains is forl
the constitution to be approved by the student body. This will take some doing. It's]
awfully hard to get the Clemson student
body to approve anything, especially something of a political nature; witness the Tiger
Brotherhood petition for a new Alma Mater I
tune. The Brotherhood finally got the peti-|
tion signed by a majority of the student body,
but was then informed that, contrary to pre-1
vious information, they would have to get the
approval of the alumni also. Now they are |
faced with the monumental task of contacting thousands (well, hundreds) of alumni i" |
an attempt to secure their approval.
SURE, I KNOW OSCAR
The new "Oscar" has really stepped in it.|
Not only has he perjured himself trying to
be funny, but he has managed to make himself known to practically every student at^
Clemson.
After that, he doesn't even deserve to get
pooled. Tar and feathers would be more appropriate. Wonder how you go about impeaching "Oscar"?

Garbage Can Fan Wrestles With Cat,,
The last group inducted into Tiger Brotherhood was the largest single group ever Braves Foul Odor, But Gets Educated.
taken into the organization. A lot of new
blood was taken in—Is it going to be a progressive group, attempting to further the interests of the students, to better the club and
its principles? Or will they continue these
childish antics? I am eagerly awaiting their
announcement and their subsequent initiation.
I, as a strict outsider, openly challenge
them to do away with their petty policies.
I have heard -that such folderol was once
abandoned by popular vote, but was voted
back in. Could be that that is indicative
of a desire for change on the part of some.
These words will not be popular with
some people. That makes my heart sad
and heavy. I weep. There are those
that would have things remain as is, that
a status quo be kept, that the old and
time-honored traditions be faithfully followed.
Tradition be hanged!! This is not the time
to think and dream of the past; the dead is
dead, gone! Honor it as such and work for
the future. I am only mildly interested in
the Clemson of the past; I am interested in
the Clemson of the future, the Clemson that
is to be. I am interested in a bigger vand
better Clemson, with bigger and better students. I think the abandonment of these
past antics would be one small step toward
that Clemson.

//=- youtGflA/ ^rwp rtf? *$M£u,
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The discontent registered by students concerning The
CDA's charging for the rooms used by dates during a dance
weekend seems justified until the reason is clearly shown.
The logical argument is that the rooms have been paid
for once, and that no student should be requested to pay for
the privilege of moving from his room for a weekend.
The students who pay for keeping their dates in the
barracks during a dance weekend are not paying for the room
but are paying for the service given the women while in the
building.
Two chaperons, three guards, and maid service must be
furnished by the CDA while the women are on the campus,
and the money collected by the dance organization is used
for that purpose.
It does not seem fair that this charge should be included
in all dance tickets because that would mean that many students who do not have dates would have to help pay for the
expenses incurred by housing the women. The system used
.by the CDA is the best for all concerned.
It has long been the custom at Clemson for students to
give up their.rooms so that the dance weekend room problem
can be solved with as little difficulty as possible.
This action on the part of the students shows a sincere
desire to cooperate with the CDA.

1

An estimated three hundred people, mostly Clemson students, accepted Dr. Billy Graham's call to give their lives to Christ at the
service held in the Field House last Tuesday.
Now, the boys did this of their own free wills,
apparently, and this, in itself, is a great thing.
The student body, it seems to me, is in need
of nothing so much as a renewed, rejuvenated interest and faith in God. I sincerely hope
that these men were honest with themselves
in doing what they did. Personally, I doubt
the wisdom of influencing human minds by
purely emotional means. What we do under the strain of emotional appeal is rarely
lasting in its good effects. Conversely, I believe that logical presentation of facts is
about the only real method of influencing
educated minds.
Dr. Graham's message was to me strongiy
emotional and hardly adapted to the Clemson audience. I do not question any good
he may have done.
I think that merely by making us more
aware of our Christian religion he has done
an inestimable amount of good, but I also
think that he could have done so much
more

By Bill Chamness

Saturday morning I was walking up from
the. Post Office, with nothing particularly
on my mind except thoughts of what a fine
day it was, how nice it was to have real live
girls on the campus for the Military Ball,
and how it would soon be spring, etc. Just
as I started to ascend the steps by the YMCA
it became necessary to tie my shoelaces.
As would be expected, I put my foot up
on an object of convenient height and proceeded with the maneuver. . Not until I had
completed the task did I notice what I had
had my foot on. It was a garbage can! Just
a plain old garbage-cannish looking garbage
can.
I looked around and immediately saw that
there were three of the aforementioned recepticles sitting there collecting garbage of
a very garbage-like nature.
Now, there is nothing ihat broadens one's
education and understanding of his fellow
man like browsing around in a garbage can,
so I made myself comfortable on the edge
of one of the cans and began to browse.
I read several interesting perfumed letters,
most of which embodied excuses of varying
degrees of believeability for various girls'
inabilities to come up for the dances. I then
ran across a copy of last week's Tiger and
read where some infidel was getting boiled
in oil for spreading malicious, warped, and
generally dastardly lies about a condition of
servitude imposed upon freshmen.

Before I left I wrestled an alley cat for a
September issue of Look. I won the magazine, but I have a suspicion that the cat had
already read it because he didn't put up
much of a fight. \
a fight.
I walked on back to the barracks with
thankfulness in my heart for the farsightedness of somebody for placing those nice cans
in such a convenient spot. If they had been
put behind the "Y" then a great many students Would «ot benefit from them.
Some narrow-minded people might say
that garbage cans in such a convenieat place
are unsightly, but leave us not think of esthetics when the utilitarian value of these
slop cans is s*o undeniable.
I wouldn't object, however, to painting
these cans just a mite for purely sanitary reasons,' but then it would be essential to paint
"this is a garbage can" on the sides of them,
so they would be easily recognizable.
I would even settle for one of those spotless catch-alls with the swinging tops if the
odor of garbage becomes objectionable to the
dainty passersby. Above all let's not be like
everybody else—let's not put our garbage'
cans in the conventional inconspicuous
places that most people hide these storehouses of wisdom. What care we if the
first three things that visitors' see are three .
overflowing, insect breeding, odorifous garbage containers?

(fatcenHfay (famfitu (fatfileA
by Susan Manning
(Phone 6793)

Estercita and Tommy Ferguson
had as their guests during the
weekend, Miss Jane Ferguson of
York and Jimmy Black of York
and Clinton. Jimmy, a 1950 graduate of Clemson, recently accepted a position with a textile firm
in Clinton.
Mrs. George Oakely and children left this week for a brief
stay with her mother, Mrs. J.
Morrison Toten, in Estill.
Last Saturday afternoon at
three o'clock, thirty children celebrated young Jimmy Sutherland's
birthday. Ice cream and cake
were served and, to add to the
gaiety, favors of small Easter
basket* were given to each child.

<

Sally Rion of "B" St. left last be up and about soon.
Thursday for an extended visit
Johnny and Nancy Johns visitwith her mother-in-law, Mrs.
ed her parents in Greenville last
George Patton, in Hartsville.
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ford, forMrs. J. H. Poster of Keyser,
mer residents of Milky Way, visitW.
Va., enjoyed a week's visit
ed friends in Clemson last week.
with her daughter, "Jackie" Paris
Mr. Ford is now taking graduate of 85 Morrison Rd.
work at the University of North
Carolina in Chapel Hill, N. C.
We are sorry to hear that Bunny
Sgt. and Mrs. Bill Davis and Norton of Meadows Lane will be
Bill Jr., moved into their new confined to her bed at the home of
home Saturday on the Pendleton her mother, Mrs. H. D. Waddell,
in Florence, for two or three
Highway.
months. We also want to express
Young Carol Moore, three year our sympathy to her husband,.
old daughter of Dolly and Jim Royal, who is taking a self-taught
Moore, is ill at her grandparents' course in house keeping for the
home in Union. We hope she will next three months.

I
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Constitution Approved By Club President
PREAMBLE

THIS WEEK'S CALENDAR

We, the students of Clemson College, believing that student government is necessary and beneficial, that every student should be represented in this government, that no element
should predominate, and that justice should be proMarch 24 (Friday)
vided in cases involving offense against the Student Body,
3:00 p. m.—Baseball game. Michido ordain and establish this constitution of the Student Body
gan , State vs Clemson.
of Clemson Agricultural College.
March 25 (Saturday)

3:00 p. m.—Baseball game. Michigan State vs Clemson.
Section
4:00 p. m. — Precinct meeting;
Oconee residents in Browsing
Ropm, Library; Pickens resi- Section
dents in Calhoun - Clemscn
School auditorium.
8:00 p. m.—"Y" dance and social;
Club Rooms of YMCA.
8:00 p. m.—Square dance; Little
Gym. (Sponsored by Tiger Section
Brotherhood.)

1.
2.

3.

March 26 (Sunday)

Three officers of the YMCA were elected recently. Left to right,
are: Jimmy Stovall, vice president; Jimmy Cushman, president;
and Gene McLeod, secretary. The new officers will be installed
in the near future.
.

Ptatten, (fyatten, Graduate Students
To Teach
Kenton's Latest Learn
A course training graduate stuin college and university
Runs Too Deep dents
teaching is being given for the

2:20 and 6:20 p. m. — Vespers;
YMCA. Delegation from Converse College.
7:00 p. m.—Supper for men Of
Church served by women of
Church; Methodist Church.
Note: On Sunday, March 26, at
3:30 p. m. in the College Auditorium, the Clemson College Concert
Committee is presenting the Saint
Louis Sinfonietta (21 musicians)
■in a free concert.

ihmnl To Vote

The petition for the proposed
first time this year at the Univernew
Alma Mata has been signed
It was a great disappointment sity of Wyoming on an experi- by a majority of the students.
mental
basis.
Other
courses,
deto break open the elaborately
However, The Tiger Brotherhood
wrepped and beautifully bound signed to meet the problem of has been advised by Dr. Poole
S*an Kenton album that just came training college level teachers, it and Mr. J. H. Woodward, secretary of the alumni association,
off trsc press and hear the unleas- was pointed out here, are being that the alumni should be allowtried
out
in
other
universities.
ing of the "Innovations In Moded to express their opinion on the
A student, trained to teach at matter.
ern Music For 1950." It is very
"The Tiger Brotherhood wishes
obvious that Kenton's brainchild the college level, will be able to
has grown into manhood and it handle his cjpsses far more com- to apologize for giving the im, pression that the new tune would
takes quite a bit of hard listening petently when he takes Ins first become official upQn the approval
to interpret his formulation of position, according to Dr. Robert ( of the majority of the students,"
new ideas and the ramifications H. Bruce, head of the Graduate says Arthur Banks, president of
School. At the University of Wy- the Tiger Brotherhood.
of each.
The petition will be submitted
For the average listener of con- oming, the student signs up for
to
the alumni at their meeting
temporary modern music, it came the course in the department in
June 3 so that they may give
as a slight shock. Who can con- which he wishes to teach.
their views on the subject.
ceive Stan Kenton with his variHis
relationship
in
the
departous blates and blares turning to
a string section to provide body ment is the same as if he were Weekly News Digest
to his musical conceptions? He signing up for research training
uses them intellegently and with with any member of the graduate
(Continued from page 3) ,
precision, but the maturity and
faculty,
except
that
he
receives
intergrity is above the average
pected by Western diplomats belistener who listens for relaxa- training in teaching at the college cause of Dr. dementis' connection and rested thinking. It is and university level. Credit and tion with the wartime London
such a contrast to the established a major portion of the training Government and because he is beforms of musical presentation will be given in the department Sieved to incline toward nationalthat it will take the public conist communism rather than Stalsiderable time to adjust them- concerned.
inims.
In addition to the fundamenselves to the easy listening it
Eighty people were killed in the
should provide.
al relationship, a series of lectures worst plane crash in history
Kenton has really put his heart has been set up which provides this week. The plane was a charInto his new creation and uses
tered English plane bringing
an aggregation of brilliant musi- accessory and supplementary ma- football enthusiastists back from
terial.
Faculty,
members"
from
cians, composers and arrangers to
a match in Ireland to Cardiff,
present his unique contribution all over the campus are partici- Wales, and it crashed about fifto the already flourishing music pating as lecturers. In the third teen miles west of Cardiff.
business. He realizes that the quarter each student works with TEXTILE NEWS
only feasible medium in which his professor in class. Students
It is reported that higher costs
his music can be advantageously make up lecture quizzes, with his continue to be a major problem
presented is through the concert professor present, and do other for manufactrers of work clothes
stage, and his efforts toward pre- things his professor feels are ne- and sportswear, who in general
sentation turn directly to the con- cessary for adequate training to are reluctant to raise prices becert field.
teach at the college level. "
cause of buyer resistance. ActivIt took Stravinsky and Columity at wholesale is still good, conbus years to convince the public
siderably helped by the end of
of their conceptions and beliefs,
the coal; strike. Lower prices at
and Kenton has, fallen in line
both wholesale and retail have indown the hard road of radicalism
creased market activity in sport
and turned the explorer—probing
shirts within recent weeks, and
into relatively new fields of harwork shirts promoted in sales by
The
album
of
recordings
made
monies, colors and rhythm's. He
by the Band and Glee Club wili some retail stores.
is very challenging.
I once had a dislike for olives. go on sale May I. The sides recorded by the Glee Clb were both
Alma Maters; Fred Waring's arrangements of "All Through the
Night," and the "Battle Hymn of
the Republic'
Twenty-five Methodist students
The Band recorder "Tiger Rag"; have been invited to attend the
"Clemson All Hail," new flight annual Wesley Foundation bansong; and three well known quet at Winthrop College Saturmarches.
day, April 1.
The recording session required
The Clemson group will preHere are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration six hours, from 4 in the afternoon sent a stunt at the semi-formal
un
X
ht
banquet and will conduct the
to questions about education and! ^ ° *\ ™?
training, loan guaranty and com-! The RCA Victor representative Church School program for the
pensation benefits available to' stated.that ^ was well pleased Winthrop Methodist Students Sunwith the performing ability of the day morning, April 2.
former servicemen:
Mitchell Johnson is arranging
Q. I am an honorably dis- two organizations.
the deputation and all interested
charged World War II veteran.
students should see him about the
Are VA education or training benplans.
efits available to me if I go to
a private teacher who will prepare me to enter college?
industrial Ed Teacher
A. If you are training under
Public Law 16 because of a serDr. Will Durant, noted philosvice-incurred disability, you may opher, in a speech at the Texas Attends Conference
have a private tutor if one is pre- State College for Women gave a
Mr. L. R. Booker, itinerant
scribed for you by VA vocational list of works and authors that teacher-trainer of Industrial Edguidance counselors. No private everyone shold know for a com- ucation at Clemson, is attending
tutor is available to-you under plete education:
the Sothern Regional Conference
the GI Bill, which stipulates that
"Trojan Women" by Euripides; of Industrial and Trade Education,
a veteran must attend a State-ap- "Lives' by Plutarch; "Confessions" which is being hejd in New Orproved school or training estab- by Augustine; and "The Rubiyat" leans, March 20-25.
lishment to receive VA benefits. of Omar Khayyam (translated
It is an annual conference callQ. Will VA guarantee my loan by Edward Fitzgerald); The es- ed by workers in the United States
for the purchase of residential says of Montaigne and of Emer- Office of Education, and also by
property containing more than son; "Leaves of Grass" by Whit- various states - which are trainone family unit? I am a World man; "Don Quixote" by Cervan- ing trade and indstrial teachers.
War II veteran.
tes; Voltaire's "Candide"; and BosA. Yes, but the total number wells "Life of Johnson";
of separate units in the apartBacon's essays; Shakespeare's Methodist Students
ment cannot be more than four if plays; Voltaire's short stories;
you are the only buyer. If other works of Anatole France; Goethe's Hear Wsn. Concert
veterans are joining with you in "Faust"; Keat's "Odes": works of
Forty Methodist students went
the purchase, then one additional Shelley; "War and Peace" by
unit may be added to the above Tolstoy; "Le Pere Goriot" by Bal- to Walhalla Tuesday night to hear
four for each veteran participat- zac; and "Decline and Fall of the the Glee Club from Wesleyan
ing in the purchase.
Roman Empire" by. Gibbon; The Club, Macon, Georgia, present a
Q. Where does the Veterans Ad- works of Flaubert; "Brothers Kar- concert in the Walhalla High
ministration conduct medical ex- amazov" by Dostoyevsky; Tho- School Auditorium.
The concert was sponsored by
aminations for rating purposes?
reau's "Walden"; "Lives of the
A. Examination for rating pur- Painters" by Ruskin; and Plato's the Walhalla Methodist Church.
The students remained for a
poses are made whenever possible "Republic."
in regional and sub-regional ofAlso, the King James version of square dance in honor of the
fices. If more convenient, they the Bible especially the ew Tes- visiting glee club.
Arrangements for this outing of
may be made in VA hospitals or tament, and Isaiah, Proverbs,
by VA designated private physi- Psalms and Songs of Solomon in the Wesley Foundation were made
by Jack Lesley.
eians.
I the Old Testament.
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By CHARLIE PACE

Glee Club Records
Both Alma Maters

Methodist Men To
Attend WF Feast

The Veterans
Corner

Philosopher Lists
Authors, Works
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ARTICLE I
The executive power shall be vested in a President of the Student Body.
that the Orchids of the week
The President of the Student Body shall be a
that Gohagen parted friendship I that after the incident at that
to the CDA and the Scabbard with the "troops' when he failed; third barracks latrine window, he
member of either the Junior of Senior Class and go
and- Blade for a very nice dance to produce that- Anderson lassie (Oscar) would like to suggest to
shall become a Senior no later than the Febru- weekend.
Saturday night. You must re- the CDA that they hire some
OSCAR SAYS
member, Kid, that greed is a des- competend guards to protect the
ary following his election; he shall have a minthat if Harry James is contact- picable characteristic.
"darlings" the troops bring up to
imum cumulative grade point ratio of 2.5.
ed for Junior-Senior wieekend
OSCAR SAYS
the dances. It has gotten to trir
even
"Bitchmore"
should
be
The President of the Student Body shall have the happy.
that "Corn Fed" (Pardon!) point ■ where you can't even trust
Cromwell wasn't at all pleased your "ole lady' when it comes
power to % appoint any committee which he
—OSCAR SAYS
with the decision Friday night. to women.
that
he
(Oscar)
thinks
Charlie
deems necessary to further the administration Pace ran a good second to Eddie Its rough being outranked, isn't it,
OSCAR SAYS
that many of ifhe troops did
"Fatboy?"
of the Student Government and shall act as Arnold Tuesday night.
OSCAR SAYS
take to the Wesleyan College
OSCAR SAYS
Chairman of the Executive Committee. Power
that "Chicken" Derieux wasn't square dance in Walhalla Tuesthat he (Oscar) has never beshall be vested in the President of the. Student fore seen at Clemson such an pleased either.
day night.
—OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
Body to call a special meeting of the Student utter disregard for public and
that some "Cats" came in tuxthat Fred Sease is in love again.
private property as was demon- edos; others came to dance.
Body, with the approval of the President of the strated this past weekend.
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Carl Wessingrer was hauntOSCAR SAYS
College, if such a case be deemed necessary.
that
"Worthead"
should
be
clasthat perhaps the "barracks comthat Walhalla gym like Dick
The President of the Student Body shall have mandos' could find some other sified as Clemson's most obnox- ingTracy for some gal willing to lisious character.
th power to call meetings of the assembly of way to expend their energies in
ten to a cqrney line.
OSCAR SAYS
Clemson's favor instead of against
that the "E" of the week goes
OSCAR SAYS
student representatives.
it.
to the Jungaleers for their effort.
that "Nose" Gilliam and "Strong
OSCAR SAYS
Nominations for the President of the Student
Boy" Brown were out with two
OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) thinks the ju' .
that he (Oscar) almost expect- queens.
Body shall be initiated from a meeting of the veniles who can't carry their
;
—OSCAR SAYS
Student Body, at which time any studnt quali- whiskey like men should go out ed the Military boys to bring a
set of field manuels to the dance j that Boykin really knows how
fying under Article I, Section 2, shall be eligi- in the country by themselves if instead of a girl as a tribute to | to throw a party when in Camden
they are inclined again to "take
their tireless efforts to get ahead S, C.
ble. After the nominations have been closed, drunk" and wreck the "joint.'
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
§ secret ballot shall be held before the floor is
that he (Oscar) doesn't want
that knowing the inside "poop,"
that the local populas of Walopened for nominations for Vice-President of to sound like a "reformer' but he (Oscar) is %lad the Senior halla were overjoyed to have
the Student Body, and the four nominees re- rather as one who doesn't like Council gave Carol Cox a square Bill "I'm above this" Ashley atdeal.
tend their square dance.
ceiving the highest number of votes shall be to see wholesale destruction.
candidates for election. Each student present
shall vote for one nominee only in each case.
The President of the Student Body shall serve
one full term or until his term is interrupted by
graduation or any extraordinary circumstances.
By LeRoy Doar
In any event, the President of the Student Body
The column should be a little
With the permission of th el of certain garments for women:
shall not be eligible for re-election. His term bit of all right this week because Kernel we' will close with the
"What God has forgotten, we
of office shall commence in September follow- the reliable Kernel came up with slogan used by the manuf actursi- stuff -.with cotton.
ing his election in the preceding April and shall some darn good ones, not that we
copy all our jokes from other *&5ss&
expire at the end of the school year.
sources, but sometimes it becomes
The Vice-President of the Student Body shall
necessary. Of course after a joke
assume the duties of the President in the event
has appeared in this nation-wide
of his absence from or vacation of the post of publication it automatically bePresident. The Vice-President shall serve as a comes one of ours and anyone
member of the Executive Committe. The Vice- else who uses it after that is the
President shall be designated as speaker Pro- lowest of creatures.
Tempore of the Assembly of Student RepresenWhen asked what he thought
tatives; he shall have vote only for the purpose was the most beautiful ^thing in
the world, he replied, "Sleep is
of breaking a tie in that body.
.the most beautiful thing in the
The Vice-President of the Student Body shall worid."
be a Junior or a Senior, and furthermore, he | "I disagree," contended the
fellow, "a beautiful woman
shall be required to have a minimum cumula- first
is the most beautiful thing in the
tive grade point ratio of 2.5. His term of of- world."
fice shall commence in September following his "Maybe you're right," replied
the second fellow, "next to a
election in the preceding April and shall expire beautiful
woman, sleep is the most
at the end of the school year.
beautiful thing in the world."
The nominations for the Vice-President of the
"Marc," Cleopatra interrupted
Student Body shall be made in the same man- impatiently, "I am not prone to
ner as that stipulated for the President of the argue."
Kernel
Student Body in Article I, Section 4, and immediately following the nominations of the can"Where in hell have I seen you
before?"
didates for the office.
"What part of hell are you
The President of the Student Body shall be from?"
aided by an Executive Committee composed of
Kernel
the presidents of the four classes and the Vice"What do you mean, I have baPresident of the Student Body. This Commit- by hands?" .
tee shall have the power of veto over any legis"They're just
beginning to
"That's the improvements the Dean ^>f Women requested"
lation passed; however, this veto may be over- creep."
Kernel
ridden by a two-thirds (2-3) absolute majority
of the Assembly of Student Representatives.
He: "If you keep looking like
The executive committee may call meetings of that, I'm going to kiss you."
She: "Make it snappy: I can't
the Assembly through the President of the Stu- keep this expression long."
dent Body when it is deemed necessary. , When
Wataugan
it is deemed necessary, the Executive CommitWho was that lady I saw you
tee, as a voice of the Student Body, shall re- outwit last night?
quest that it be allowed to meet with the Deans
of the faculty for the purpose of discussing fac- Ag Student: "Where's the funpaper?"
ulty and student relations, and. furthermore, nyEng.
Student: "This is not Sunwhen it is deemed necessary, the Executive day. I told you not to take that
Committee shall request that it be allowed to bath last night." (No hard feelmeet with the Trustees of Clemson College at ings, I hope.)
some regular meeting to present the problems Definition of a pink elephant:
A beast of bourbon.
of Clemson students.

$Of4 ^tom Ot&en, (fyrtteye 1R#fd

ARTICLE II
Judiciary and disciplinary power shall be vested
in the Senior Council. This body shall try
such cases involving misdemeanor within the
Student Body except those cases of a purely
military nature; it shall act as a court of appeals for any student who feels that he is unjustly punished by the military and shall make
a recomrrrendation to the President of the College to review the plaintiff's case and shall advise the Commandant that such recommendation has been made. This recommendation shall
be extended only in such a case as the Senior
Council deems advisable. It shall be the duty
of the Senior Council to recommend punishment of any student for conduct that wou^i
tend to bring discredit upon the Student Body
of Clemson or upon the College.
The Senior Council shall be composed of seven
members elected by the Student Body and two
Ex-officio members. The Ex-officio members
shall be the Vice-President of the Senior Class
and the highest ranking Cadet Officer in the
College Cadet Corps who qualifies under Article
II, Section 4.
(Continued on Page 8)

Wataugan
Comment on last week's game
by an unidentified spectator; presumably a Carolina coach: "Those
guys look almost good enough to
be amateurs."
Jo: "That boy friend of mine
is trying at times."
Jane: "That's nothing, mine is
trying all the time."
Roses are red,
Violets are pink,
Especially after
The fifteenth drink.

"iYof the Sum Mulkay, the famous ski star?"
Reprinted from April 1950 issue of ESQUIRE
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Cone, Cajvert, Mathews Spark Orange To 13-0 Win
Hair Looks Like Greatest Prospect Since
Bobby Gage; Defense Better Than In 1949

Mathews To Help
Tig Diamond Nine

Approximately 6,000 football fans, who turned out SatBy GEORGE FACCHIN
urday to witness the formal unveiling of the 1950 grid Tigers,
saw Blue halfback Billy Hair take most of the shine from the
Here's a rather interesting story
Orange victors as he put on a show which bade nothing but about an athletic star who owes
his success to a coach—a woman
ill for Clemson opponents in the years to come.
coach!
— ♦ The Walterboro flash did everyHow would you like to be
By J. CLANTON
thing for the Blue squad which coached by a lovely, pert high
lost an extremely hard-fought school coach? Sounds like pleasINTRA-SQUAD GAME A SUCCESS
13-0 battle to the Orange eleven. ant work, doesn't it? Well, we
His aerial work was amazingly have a stellar star at Clemson
The Orange and Blue game this past week-end turned
accurate, and his deceptive run- College who thought it was quite
out to be a tremendous success, both from the standpoint
ning left a path of strewn tacklers pleasant. To the surprise of most
of football and the Block "C". The Block "C", who annually
wherever he chose to run. To people this athlete is Clemson's
put a glossy finish on his brilliant own Ray Mathews. Ray had the
sponsors this contest, reports that some 3,000 paid spectators
activities. Hair also handled the extreme pleasure of being coached
attended plus those few who had complimentary passes.
kicking chores for his mates and by vivacious Miss Thelma Smith
got off several beautiful punts. He in football, basketball and baseAnd the fans saw plenty of football for their half-awas especially effective from any- ball at Port Vue Junior High
buck. The two squads, more evenly matched than in
where inside the Orange 40 yard School in Port Vue, Pennsylvania.
the "press" game the week before, put on a whale of a
stripe, as he thrice kicked out And under the able coaching of
: ::.. :
within the ten yard marker.
battle for a spring practice session. Both teams tackled
Smitty, as the boys called her,
Hair,
who
showed
absolutely
their record in 1944 stood like
hard and the offensive units ran as though they were
Furious Fred Cone, captain elect for the 1950 grid season, is shown crashing through the Blue team's
nothing to the press and radio in this: Western Pennsylvania chamrunning against a regular season opponent.
forward wall in last Saturday's intra-squad game at Memorial Stadium. Ray Mathews (70) can be
an intra-squad game on March 11, pions in Junior baseball, and Secseen with his hack to the camera. Gary Byrd is running in to stop Cone from the rear,' while Tom
gave hundreds of Clemson sup- tional Champions in basketball.
OFFENSE TO BE THE BEST IN THESE PARTS
Barton (37) is closing in from the front. The Oranges nosed out the Blues 13 to 0.
porters and Iptay members a good In this same year Mathews was
Glemson's offense this coming fall will stack up with
idea of why he has been so great- co-captain of the football team
ly heralded.
anything in the entire South. The Tigers are two deep at
and alternate captain of the baseSparkling the offensive play of ball team.
every position in the backfield and have three and four better
1. Claire Draper
the Orange-shirted men was ClemTo the contrary of what most
than average boys at a couple of spots.
2. Harold Lrttlejohn
son's candidate for All-American
3. Joe Black
It's difficult to say just what spot in the offense will
Honors, Fred Cone. The Alabama
4. Ben McLeod
be the strongest point, but there is one thing certain . . .
One of the outstanding pros- bone-crusher was at his best Sat5. Jack Neel
Coach Bob Jones' Tiger golfers on the greens for Clemson. Chappects to come up to the varsity urday as he rolled over anything
the line plungers—Cone, Shirley, Thompson and Pug6. D. C. LeGra'nd
man
performed
in
a
championship
served
notice
Tuesday
that
they
and
everything
that
happened
to
from the fresh squad this year is
7. Vernon Smith
really
mean
business"
this
season
manner
as
he
blasted
Wofford's
liese—have power that won't even be used on the gridbe
in
his
way.
Although
his
Kenneth Moore, Calhoun, Ga.,
8. C. D. Cohen
as they roared to a convincing famed Harvey Moyer 3-0, as he
iron. These four can't all be used, but if one is hurt there
product. Moore entered Clemson rivals knew, in most cases, where ]
21V2 to 5% victory over the Ter- placed his ball on the 17th tee,
he was going, it made no differin
the
fall
of
1949,
leaving
behind
will always be a replacement. The All-American canriers of Wofford College. Thus he needed only par on the remain- usual steady game,' looked like
him a brilliant high school record. ence.
the Tiger linkmen headed in the ing holes to register 74 which his. old self on the last hole.
didate from Alabama will be the number one man at fullCone was in the driver's seat,
And right away he was hailed as
right direction to better their last would have given him,the»medBill Alexander, fifth man in~th«
back with able assistance coming from the other three.
a future Tiger grid standout by but he didn't entirely overshadow
year's record of runner ups in alists honors. However, he drove Bengal line-up whitewashed Bil
the rest of Clemson's "Dream
the
coaching
staff
and
by
his
own
Fred should come in for his share of national acclaim if
the Palmetto State.
out of bounds on the 17th and it Wilson by a 3-0 count. Alexander
Backfield," Jackie Calvert, Ray
teammates.
i
the Bengals come up with a little better than average
The Clemsohs were led in tri- took him five strokes to get in hit his stride from the very firs
Although he is not a very large Mathews, and "Wyndie" Wyndin gaining the decisive triumph.
umph by reliable "Don Juan" Mc- the par three hole.
eleven. He can't possibly miss All-Southern honors unman as far as football players go, ham. This threesome, along with
The last of the Country GentleKinney,
who
fired
a
sparkling
75
Clemson's
number
one
man,
Fred,
gave
evidence
that
Clemson
:
Kenneth has the ability and "husless he breaks a leg or something as bad.
to capture medalists honors. Mc- John Rees, dropped a hard fought men, Warren Bethel, fashioned i
tle" to make the college grade. will field' one of the finest back- j
Kinney, a Spartanburg boy, fired match to Wofford's top linkster, neat 77 while subduing Poole b;
Coach Howard will have the two most versatile tailbacks Only 5'10" and weighing 160 fields in the country.
from the second position for the 2% to 1-2. The Tennesseeian, another 3-6 count. Bethel wa
Calvert—the "Kid" from Spar- |
in the South in Jackie Calvert and Billy Hair. Jackie turned pounds, Moore has to take adTigs, and it was a good thing for although shooting below his stand- third to McKinney and Chapmai
in two of the longest runs in the squad game Saturday and vantage of his speed and decep- tanburg—turned in his usual calithe Bengals that "Don Juan" was ards, put up a formidable fight for scoring honors.
tion to stay up with the "big bre of triple-threat football. The
"on," for he had to be just that against the Terrier flash.
showed that he was an able field general. Hair, playing boys", and he does just this. He lanky speedster, with his beauIn the doubles competition
to edge Wofford's low man, DewBilly Delk, promising young Reese and McKinsey defeatei
with the Blue team opposite Calvert and Cone, turned in the was one of the sparkplugs in the tiful broken field cavorting and
ey Parr, by a count of 2-1.
golfer from Greenville, built up Parr and Quick by a margin o
his needle threading passes, took
finest all-round performance seen in a spring practice game baby Bengal squad of last year some of the spotlight from Cone
MATTHEWS
Breathing right down McKin- enough steam on the last round 2-. Delk and Alexander whippe<
and is being counted on heavily to
at Clemson in years. Hair gave every indication Saturday help out this fall. In the spring and Hair. Calvert's kicking wasn't
ney's neck for scoring honors was to put the skids under Wofford's Moss and Wilson by a S-0 score
that he has the ability to make the greatest tailback this drills this year Coach Howard has up to his usual par, but it was people think this Pennsylvania*! another Spartanburg ace, Joe Ed Moss. Delk, another Tig golf- and Chayman and Bethel did like
Chapman, starting his second year er who didn't come up with his wise to the 'Poole-Moyer duo.
still good enough to be put on the
school has ever seen. His running was of the "hipper-dip- used Moore mostly on defense due outstanding side of the ledger. is not from McKeesport; he is
from Port Vue, Pennsylvania, a
to his speed and excellent pass
per" style with an uncanny ability of picking up his blockers defense ability. Kenneth is a ter- This boy and Hair will give Coach borough outside of McKeesport.
and staying behind them. His passing was something to rifically hard tackier for his 160 Howard and his Bengals the best Ray, when asked about Port Vue,
duo of tailbacks in the South.
commented, "It's a wonderful
Watch. He only threw 7 aerials but connected on better than pounds and comes up extremely
Another pleasing exhibition of place where the sun always shines
fast from the secondary to make
half of these. Billy never did get a chance to get off a long tackles right at the line and pigskin antics was put on by Ray and the mud never dries."
However, from Port Vue this
punt, for the Blues weren't in that position, but his kicks sometimes behind the line of Mathews, who put up notice that
he had returned to the old "Rag- lad attended McKeesport High
scrimmage.
were dead to the "coffin corner" each time, three going out
ing Ray." The McKeesport "ma- School where his athletic pursuits
rauder" looked like his old self carried him into football, basketwithin the ten yard stripe and one hitting right on the goal EARNED FOUR LETTERS
DURING HI SCHOOL CAREER
from his wingback spot. He had ball, baseball, and soccer. The
line in the corner. Baurice Alexander wasn't used too much,
Moore decided to enter Clem- the best running average of the latter sport, Ray admits, he really
mostly as a spot runner, but he definitely gave notice that he son for two main reasons. To be- day by virtue of his long sprints enjoyed. Maybe it's because sochad the ability and speed to help the Howard eleven in the gin with, one of his high school on the reverse plays which he has cer is a game that is fast, rough,
instructors was a Clemson grad- made so famous here at "Tiger- requires a lot of footwork, and
fall.
uate and influenced him towards town."
has its share of the body contacts.
Ray Mathews has returned to his old form at the
coming here. Second, he was inThe name Mathews at Clemson
Besides these seasoned veterans,
vited to come up and look the numerous other ball carries took College is synonomous with footwing and will again be one of the Tiger's top ground
campus and school over, and he the limelight at one time or an- ball. But with the familiar sound
gainers. Ray was the leading ground gainer in Saturliked it and the coaching staff and other. Among these were Albert of "play ball" coming on, we
day's tilt and got loose for a 32 yard trip on one of his
decided that this would be the Willis, Maurice Alexander, and would like to chat about Ray's
place for him. He had several Pete Cook.
baseball ability.
famous reverses. Albert Willis, running the wing for
scholarship offers from other
Rays baseball career started
As a whole, Clemson's line will
the Blues, looks like one of the backs to watch next year.
colleges and universities but liked be faster and better come Sep- back at Port Vue, Pennsylvania,
He was one of the hardest runners on the field this past
Tigertown better. Georgia Tech, tember and the new pigskin sea- under the able coaching of Miss
Vanderbilt and the University of son. The play of the Orange and Smith. It- continued when he atweek-end and was a constant threat to the Orange all afGeorgia were some of the larger Blue forward walls, apparently tended McKeesport High School,
ternoon. Forrest Calvert didn't get much of a chance
schools bidding for his services.
well matched, was marked by and went still further when he
to display his talents, as he was injured early in the conKenneth was an, outstanding aggressive and alert linesmen played in the Steel Valley League
man in four major sports while who kept the score lower than it four summers straight.
test, but his left-handed pitching from the wingback poWith these many years of baseattending school at the Calhoun has been in previous seasons. Of
sition will be a threat any time he gets the ball.
High School in Georgia. The most course, many rough spots remain ball experience behind him, Ray
Blocking back is pretty secure with Wyndie Wyndham outstanding sport in which he that will have to be worked out, decided to follow his baseball caand Dick Hendley both able men. Frank Carothers, playing participated in high school was but the action of the boys up front reer at Clemson. And from the
brought many, smiles to the faces looks of things, he hasn't done
mostly on defense, turned in a bang-up performance and will football. Kenneth walked away of Howard and his associates. too badly. It shows a' batting avwith practically every grid award
be one of the top linebackers for Howard.
the state had to offer a high There were countless numbers of erage .350, plus making the Allschool
gridder. In his senior year defensive stars on the field, but Southern baseball team in 1949.
DEFENSE SOME BETTER
at
Calhoun
High he made the All- the brightest one of all was Billy Ray's position on the Tiger squad
The Blue forward wall proved to be just a shade better
Regional team, the All-State squad iGrigsby, rising senior tackle from is centerfield.
From the able coaching of Miss
on defense than the Orange starting line, but the Orange had and was named to the All-South- Saluda. Grigsby anchored the
Smith's
Junior High School baseentire
Blue
wall
during
the
ena more outstanding offensive line. Coach Howard had the ern High School squad in 1949.
tire contest. The pigskin toters ball team to the first string .posiHe
was
acclaimed
the
outstanding
lines paired off to where the Blue team was running behind
back in the state and also the best who had to go over Grigsby's po- tion on the Tiger football team,
the offensive starting forward wall.
runner. Moore ran from the "T sition found the going mighty "Raging Ray" Mathews has come
■a long way.
iFor the Orange, Pete Manos, the 185 pound Brooklyn in high school. He was also the rough and more than once found
themselves dumped behind the
state
and
district
champion
in
boy; turned in some of the best blocking the Tigers have had
the state track meet that year in line of scrimmage.
Besides Grigsby, a host of other
since 1948. And Glenn Smith was an outstanding offensive the high hurdles. Kenneth participated in six events on the linemen came in for their share
end.
school track squad, taking part in of glory and vowed to give some
Billy Grigsby was the stalwart in the Blue line, twice
both hurdles, the high jump and Tiger enemy more than he has
stopping Fred Cone at the line of scrimmage,,and that's
broad jump, and the 100 and 220 bargained for during the coming
dashes. Baseball and basketball season.
really something. Anybody who can stop this boy Cone
Bob Patton, Pete Manos, George
were the other two sports in Rogers, and Jim Calvert, were
at the line has done a day's work and can stop just about
which Moore took part.
Clemson's rifle team has comamong the many who played
any ball carrier that comes his way. Gary Byrd, Herman
Moore, majoring in Education, "heads up" ball from their respec- pleted its regular scheduled
plans to graduate in the spring tive positions. Manos threw some matches and is now firing in the
Knight, Tom Barton and "Piggy" Martin all turned in
term of 1953 and will probably of the prettiest blocks seen in National R. O T. C. Intercollefine work and let it be known that they were looking
choose teaching and coaching as Momorial Stadium since the "Ga- giate and Interscholastic competifijr starting berths in the fall. Otis Kempson, Kingstree,
his profession.
tion. The Tiger target busters,
tor Eleven" left.
S. C, also looks like a fine defensive end, stopping several
Clemson may not win all of along with six other teams, are
their ball games next year, but representing the Third Army
plays before they got started.
there
won't be one single oppon- Area.
There's no doubt that the defense has improved over
The Bengal sharpshooters earnent who won't think they've been
ed a berth in the tourney when
WITH SMOKERS WHO KN0W...IT'S
that of 1949, but whether or not it will be good enough to
in .a whale of a battle.
they came in 4th in the Third
stop some of the teams the Tigers will meet this fall isn't
Army Area shooting. The riflers
ond place in his flight by edging amassed a score of 7255 out of a
known yet. We'll just have to wait and see.
Harry Demostenes of Clemson in possible 8000. The University of
BASEBALL SEASON OPENS FRIDAY
a playoff. Gambrell and Demos- Tennessee, who cracked 7465 tarBarring rain or wet grounds, Coach Walter Cox will
tenes were tied at 169 and the An- gets, was the winner.
Clemson's John Reese fired a! derson linksman paired the 1st
During, the regular season, the
send his baseball nine against the Michigan State Spar77 Sunday to add to his 73 for a hole in the extra hole playoff Tigers gained victories in 40 of
tans tomorrow afternoon at 3:00. This will be the opener
150 total and top honors in thej while Demostenes went one over 63 telegraphic matches. Among
for the Tiger crew, but the Spartan nine has already
First Annual Boscobel Open Golf the regulation figure.
the squads vanquished by the
Another Clemson man, Sgt. R. Clemsons were Penn. State, UniTournament. Reese, playing- in
played two games, winning from the Eastern Kentucky
a strong wind, could not match j E. Gruenwald of the Military versity of Boston, University of
Teachers and the University of Tennessee earlier this
his first round but managed to | Department had a 173 for the 36 Alabama, Rutgers, Louisiana State
stay ahead of the field in the holes to take first prize in the University, Virginia Military Inweek.
University of Kansas,
Coach Cox will probably send "Nig" Griffith to the tournament dominated by Clem- third flight. Bill Mauldin, Clem- stitute,
Yes, Camels are SO MILD that in a coast-to-coast teat
son men.
son Chemistry professor, was University of Oregon, University
mound in Friday's game and Bill Ford will more than likely
Billy Delk, another Tiger links- close behind with a 175.
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—
of Connecticut, and Florida Uniand only Camels —for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
man, lost the runner-up spot to
Tournament medalist was John versity.
get the call on Saturday against the same team.
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported
Marshall Ballentine of Greenville Reese, who carded a 73 in the
If the pitching holds out, the Tigers could very easily find on the second hole of a' sudden- opening round. Marshall Ballenthemselves in the NCAA tournament in Charlotte at the end death playoff after both were tine had the most birdies and alDEPENDABLE USED CARS
NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF
tied at the end of the regular 36 so won the driving contest with a
of the regular season.
And Specialized Service
holes at 153. Delk also felt the 263 yard knock into a head wind.
THROAT IRRITATION
BOXING IN ANDERSON
effects of the high winds.
The only eagle of the TournaOn All Makes and Models
In the second of the three ment was turned in by Charlie
For the first time in several years, professional boxing
due to smoking CAMELS!'
matches are being held in Anderson. Jack Ross, former flights, Fred Anthony was top Carroll, also of Clemson. Charlie
Madden's
Motors
man with a 168 total. Frank holed out on the par 4 no. 16 hole
(Continued on Page 8)
Gambrell of Anderson took sec- from about 150 yards out.

Moore Hailed As
Future Tiq Great

McKinney And Chapman Spark Tig Golfers Tennis Ladder
To 211-2-51-2 Win Over Wofford Terriers

Clemson Riflemen
Now Firing In Nat.
POTf Pif«A Meet

Clemson Linksmen
Dominate Boscobel
Golf Tournament

Mi£dne*»l
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Tiger Nine Opens Slate Tomorrow Against Mich, St.
_

K*__

Sportfacts

,

,

♦—■——

"Nig" Griffith To Start Against Strong
Mid-Wst Squad; Starting Time, 3:00

When Clemson takes the field against Michigan State
tomorrow afternoon, it will mark the sixth meeting between
the two teams. Michigan State leads in the series, three
games to one, with one titlt, the 1940 game, ending in a 3-3
deadlock. Clemson took its only victory in the first game of
the series, which started back in 1935. The Tigers won that
By DICK RAINES
one 5 to 0, but the ever-powerful Spartans bounced back
the next year to trounce Clemson 18-0. The series was resumed in 1940 and ran through 1942.
However, this year the Tigers*
CAGERS TO BEGIN SPRING DRILLS
Clemson's basketeers will be going all out to make a big are expected to present a better i
account of themselves, for Coach
improvement on this past season's record by starting out Walter Cox' has a fine staff of six
early for next year's campaign. Basketball is a year round able pitchers from which to select
training proposition the same as football, and the Tigers must starters for the week-end series.
, .
, ~ . ., v,
,
u
+ t n,„ Virtually the same infield as last
make at a year round affair if they are to keep abreast-ot the year>s will be on hand for the
Tigers as will the outergardeners.
other Southern Conference quints.
With this veteran nine, Clemson
After the season ended many of the boys continued
stakes its hopes for a championworkout on the hardwoods or turned to track to keep in
ship baseball team.'
While Clemson will field a vetcondition. One group of cagers entered the Gold Medal
eran nine, the Spartans from East
Tourney held in Hendersonville, North Carolina. Doug
Lansing will bring to Clemson a
Haugk, John Snee, George Spender, Jack Neel, Bummy
team moulded around veterans
but dotted with sophomores.
Townsentl, Tom McCullough, Warren Robinson, Robie
Among the leading veterans of the
McGraw, and Tommy Bailey represented the Tigers in
team are pitcher* Wally Beggs, a
southpaw. Jack Kinney, team capthe Tourney. The boys from Tigertown ripped Westtain and outfielder, Vince Magi,
ern Carolina Teachers College 78 to 46 in their first touroutfielder, and Ed Zbiciak, catchney tilt, but they were eliminated the next night by the
er. Most impressive of the sophomores are Bob Ciolek, first baseInman Peaches 71 to 67. During the Inman "go" only
man who also plays football, Dick
five Tigers participated in the first half due to a mixup
Blanchard, third baseman, Ray
in the time of the game. The Peaches substituted freeLane, outfielder, and Bob Carlson,
a right-handed pitcher.
ly and ran up a 12 point lead at half time. John Snee
"Nig" Griffith Probable Starter
and some of the other Tiger cagers arrived during the
Because the football players just
second half and helped to close the gap in the score.
reported Monday, Coach Walter
Cox has not yet decided on a posPerhaps if the Tigers had been at full strength throughitive starting line-up. Also, the
out the game's entirety the score would have been difselection of the starting hurler
By RAINES
ferent. All the members of the team from Clemson will
will not be made until it is known
how
many
right
or
left-handed
Next season Clemson's grid
receive tournament awards.
batters the Spartans will put up
The members of this past season's team participated in against the Tigers. If the men Tigers will be fielding one of the
most potent offensive machine's
the Gold Medal Tourney purely from a voluntary standpoint. from East Lansing have a good in the country, and helping out
many
right-handers
in
the
linethat potency will be Frank KenI think the boys deserve a world of credit for their performup, "Nig" Griffith, a "righty,"
ance in the tourney. It also gives a splendid indication of the will probably take the mound. nedy,! wingback, from Midland,
Pennsylvania. Kennedy is prefine character of men that we have on our team. When next However, should the Spartans sently the understudy of Ray Mat
season comes to a close I believe we will all be proud of the have more lefties playing, sopho-|hewS) who also haUs from Penn
more Bill Ford could get the as- syiVania.
team because in my opinion the Tigs have their best chance signment. If he starts, Ford will
Frank was one of the standouts
since the war to make themselves known once again in na- be the only sophomore in the line- on last year's frosh squad. He
up for the Tigers.
gave a fine account of himself
tional baseketball circles.
The rest of the starting nine in all of last season's freshmen
should read something like this. encounters and particularly in
Catching, if his arm is in condi- the South Carolina and Furman
LOOKS LIKE BANNER YEAR FOR BASEBALLERS
tion, will be Dick Hendley. On frays. Kennedy's 66 yard dash
, From all indications the Tigers should field their
infield duty likely will be Luke in the Carolina go was one of
best baseball nine since the great Southern N. C. A. A.
Deanhardt, first base, "Cowboy" the high lights of the game.
Aughtry, second base, Ken CulIn last Saturday's Blue-Orange
title holders of 1947. The Tigers have retained the hitberson, shortstop, and probably intra-squad tilt the hefty wingting power they had last year and have strengthened
Ray McKay at third base. How- back, who stands 5 feet-9 inches
considerably their pitching staff. Of course they will be
ever, Crouch could edge McKay and tips the scales at 180* turned
out of a starting position if weath- in his usual sterling performances,
facing some stiff opposition this season and it will take
er permits enough practice. Roam- though he was strictly in the dean extremely adequate mound crew to withstand the
ing the outer gardens «re likely fensive backfield. Frank, thus
to be Mathews in- center, Angley proved his capabilities weren't
heavy bats of such teams as Michigan State, Georgia,
Knoebel might replace Stroud, just limited to toating the pigskin.
Duke, South Carolina and Bradley among others.
despite the fact that he is a soph- His great speed makes him an
Clemson baseballers, under the tutorship of Coach Walter omore.
extremely adequate pass defendCoach Cox could not say who er, something that the '49 Tiger
Cox, will open the season Friday afternoon with the MichiSaturday's starting pitcher would
gan State College Spartans. The Spartans had a record of be, but it is expected to be be- eleven lacked.
The speedy Pennsylvanian got
19 wins, 8 losses, and 1 tie for their 1949 season, which cer- tween two curveball artists, Rog- his interscholastic experience at
tainly speaks well for them. State has ten returning letter- er Baker, a sophomore from Page- Midland High School. "While at
land, S. C, and "Hootie" Kea, a
men which indicates another powerful team. The Tigers veteran who came along fast at Midland, Frank turned in four
years on the track team, two years
may have an edge in the pitching department as the Spar- the close of last season.
on the hardwoods, and three years
The probable batting order for on the gridiron. In his senior
tans only have one hurler who lettered in '49, southpaw Wally
Clemson in tomorrow's game with year Kennedy captained the footBe|gs. Coach Walter Cox plans to send either "Nig" Grif- Michigan State at 3 o'clock:
ball team which won nine games
Mathews, cf
fith or southpaw Bill Ford to the hill. Judging from the probin ten attempts. He was also
Angley, rf
named on the All-Western Pennable starters for Michigan State nine, Griffith may get the
Culberson, ss
sylvania interscholastic eleven.
nod since a large majority of the Big Ten school's batters are
Hendley, c
During that same year, 1948,
Deanhardt, lb
starboard swingers. The men from East Lansing will alFrank won the class A high school
Stroud or Knoebel, If
broad jump.
ready have two games under their belts before their encounMcKay, 3b
To keep up his excellent physiter with the Bengals. Both games with M.S.C. stack up to
Aughtry, 2b
. '
cal condition, Kennedy plans to
Griffith or Ford, p
be real thrillers, and a large crowd for this season's opener
help out Coach Norman's frosh
cindermen in the broad jump, 100
will start the team off on the right foot.
yd., and the 440 yd. events. The
Since this season's tilts will begin at 3:00 in the aflittle speedster has plenty of what
it takes to give added "strength
ternoon it will enable more of the students to see the
to the tracksters. I say this begames through to the finish, although the games that
cause of his fine attitude, spirit,
come on drill days will greatly hinder the attendance
hustle, and desire that he shows
on the gridiron.
and also hinder the support of the team. Perhaps drill
Frank is majoring in Education
should be suspended on the days that it interferes with
and plans a coaching and teachthe baseball tilts.
ing career upon graduation from
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Frank Kennedy To
Be One Of Ti@'s Top
lit Fall

CINDERMEN TO PARTICIPATE IN FLORIDA RELAYS
Coach "Rock" Norman plans to send a small contingent
to the University of Florida campus.in Gainesville, for the
relays. Coach Norman has not decided on the entire number that he intends to take down with him, but shot put artists
"Heavy" Holhouser and George "Dog" Facchin, high hurdler
"iJummy" Townsend, and pole vaulter John Brannori will
definitely be included in the group. A half-mile relay team
will be included in the contingent. The cindermen will be
facing some of the top competition in the South and a favorable showing in a meet of this kind would do a world of good
to the team and the school. Last year's teams turned in a
creditable performance in the Southern Relays held annually in Birmingham, Alabama. The Tigers will enter the
Southern Relays again this year
SWIMMERS TO END SEASON THIS WEEKEND
This weekend the Tiger mariners will draw their
season to a close with meets against the University ot
Tennessee and Vanderbilt University. Clemson already
holds an impressive win over Tennessee, but the meet
with the Commodores will be the first of the season between the two schools. A win over both U. T. and Vandy
would give the Clemson "fish" a season record of 7 wins
against 4 defeats. Thus, giving the Tigers a successful
year in the pool.
FOOTBALL IN BRIEF
Last Saturday the Tigers completed their pre-season grid
drills. Many people had their own ideas as to just how
strong the '50 Bengal aggregation would be, but most of them
felt that the boys of Tigertown would come up with a few
(Continued on Page 8) •
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TIGER BASEBALL SCHEDULE
Michigan State at Clemson
Duke University at Clemson
.
Presbyterian at Clinton, S. C.
Rollins College at Winter Park, Fla.
Bradley University at Winter Park, Fla. ...
(Double header)
Rollins College at Winter Park, Fla
~
Bradley University at Winter, Fla.
.,..,'.
Presbyterian at Clemson
...
University of Georgia at Athens .
Davidson College at Clemson
University of Georgia at Clemson
Furman University at Clemson ..
The Citadel at Charleston
Davidson College at Davidson, S. C
_
Furman University at Clemson ._:
University of South Carolina at Columbia
Furman University at Greenville, S. C. _.
The Citadel at Clemson
University of South Carolina at Clemson

By CHARLES MEIBURG
At the present time six pitchers
are battling for the starting assignment against Michigan State.
One of the leading contenders for
the job is six-foot, three inch
"Nig" Griffith from Lancaster, S.
C. "Nig" is a veteran of two seasons of collegiate diamond play
and has lettered each year he has
been eligible.
Although he has played only
baseball at Clemson, "Nig" was a
three-sport man in high school.
He attended Lancaster High
School in his home town and participated in football, baseball and
basketball. There he earned a
total of eleven letters—four in
football and baseball and three in
basketball. His senior year, 1941,
"Nig' captained his high school
football team to the Class "A"
state championship and his high
baseball team to the semi-

By J. ROY COOPER

April 7
April 8
April 11
April 12
April 15
April 17 |
April 18
April 21-22
April 29
May 1
May 5-6
May 9
.. May 12-13
.. May 15-16

Wyndham Once Ran Wrong Way For TD

George Rogers Is

By GEORGE FACCHIN
The football player who ran the
wrong way for a tocuhdown is the
butt of many jokes . . . but here's
a switch, something that happened
between two high school teams in
1943. It was a beautifully warm
day and the sun was shining
brightly. The referee's whistle
blew for the play to begin. The
ball was kicked and the game was
underway. The fullback on the
offensive team received the ball
on his own ten yard stripe. He
began to advance the ball, spinning, turning, grinding his way
for every yard. Then, to the
sheer amazement of the crowd
the ball carrier began running the
ball the wrong way—realized his
mistake—circled the goal posts
and ran the entire length of the
field in the opposite—-but the right
direction! He was breathless at
the- end of his roundtrip, but the
touchdown counted. That was
Wyndie Wyndham, number "39,"
playing fullback for the Macedonia High School. This same
number "39" plays first string
blocking back for the Clemson
Tigers, and strikes with such impetus in his blocking that he
clears everything in his path.
This bruising blocker and tackier hails from the lowlands of
South Carolina, Moncks Corner.
Wyndham came to Clemson in
February of 1947, and when he
entered he did not have an athletic scholarship.' He had played
football, basketball, and baseball
at Macedonia High School, which
is just a short distance from his
home in Moncks Corner. He procured a multiplicity of high school
letters in all sports. His well deserved award for this was bestowed upon him his senior year
when he captained the football,
basketball, and baseball teams.
This came about by Wyndham
just being one of the best athletes
Macedonia High, School has ever
seen in all of its history.
It may have been a family traClemson. With three more years
of eligibility left, Frank Kennedy
will undoubtedly reach heights of
stardom, that will put his name
down in the Clemson annals
along with the other Tiger grid
greats.

By JACK CRIBB

WYNDHAM
dition that brought Wyndham to
Clemson College, because his
father and two brothers are alumni of the Thomas Clemson institution. It may have been that he
wanted to follow his athletic career, or it may have been that he
wanted an education plus playing
football for the Tigers.
Clemson will be bidding heavily
for the Jacobs Blocking Trophy
of the Southern Conference next
fall, and the man who is going
to d0 the bidding is the 21-year
old, 200-pound blocking back who
does more than his share for the
Tiger football team.
Blocking is one of the fundamentals of football and without
it touchdowns are impossible.
Wyndham feels that he owes his
blocking success to gray-haired
backfield coach Russ Cohen.
Wyndham is majoring in Animal Husbandry and is slated for
the June class of '51. He takes
part in a variety of social activities on the campus. After graduation, he believes that he would
like to continue his football career as a professional player.
For blocking power at its best,
watch next football season for
number "39" who will be doing
a bang-up job at the blocking
back position for the Tigers, besides calling signals for them.

The state of Pennsylvania has
in the past contributed many fine
athletes to the sports annals of
Clemson, and this year is certainly no exception. One of the boys
from the "coal mining" state now
enrolled at Tigertown is George
Rogers, promising young sophomore guard.
Although the s>peedy Rogers has
confined most of his time to gridiron activity here at Clemson, he
was a three sports star in high
school. Hailing form Pittsburg,
he starred in baseball, football
and track during his stay at Carrick High School in Pittsburg. He
earned three letters in each of
these sports.
Rogers is posted at the guard
slot in Howerd's machine, but he
has had plenty of experience both
in the line and the backfield. He
was a mainstay at the guard position at Carrick, and was voted
the most valuable player on the
squad during his senior year. He
also earned a berth on the AllPittsburg eleven that same year.
George did cavorting on the
diamond around the keystone
sack. His track activities found
him sparkling in the high jump
and hurdles competition.
He is enrolled in the School of
Arts and Sciences here at Clemson and plans to concentrate on
History for his major field. The
graduating class of 1952 will have
him for a member.
Rogers plans to teach and
coach upon completion of his
work at Clemson. He plans to
return to his home state to carryon this work.

At a meeting of the Intramural
Council which was held last week,
it was decided that the teams
playing softball would be divided into four groups. Drawings
for these groups have been made
and are as follows:
Group No. 1—Companies A-l,
B-2, B-3, A-4, C-3, D-2
Group No. 2—Companies D-3,
A-2, B-l, C-4, D-4, C-2
Group No. 3—Companies A-3,
C-l, B-4, D-l, Band
Group No. 4—All club and veterans teams
Near the end of the softball season the team with the highest percentage in group no. 1 will play i
the high percentage team in group
no. 2, two out of three games. The
high percentage team in group no.
3 will play the high percentage
team in group no. 4, two out of
three games. The winners Of *
those tw0 series will play three
out of five games for the softball
championship.
Because Bowman Field will be
used on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons for drill, we will schedule veterans and faculty games
on Tuesday and Thursday on dia- ?<i
mond no. 4 which is located in
front of the Field House between
Barracks T-l and T-2. Please be
ready to play when your team
is scheduled at 4:30 o'clock in the
afternoon.

Next season the Tiger football
team will have a platoon of captains to lead them through the ,
season. Fred Cone was elected
captain, and Ray Mathews, Wyndie Wyndham, Jackie Calvert, and ■
Bill Grigsby were named alter-,
nates. All of these men will walk
out on the grid for the toss of the "
coin before each fracas.
Cone received the most votes,
while the other four lads had just
about the same number of ballots.
Coach Howard asked the boys if
they wanted to have the other
four men as alternate captains
and the answer came back "yes,"
thus Clemson had elected the
largest staff of captains that has
ever been on the same team in
football. Just how effective this
mass idea will be can be determined in the fall, however, all
five of these boys have lived up
to all press notices and they
should all be invaluable to next
year's squad.
■ Cone, Mathews, Calvert, and
. Wyndham make up the first string
backfield, while Bill Grigsby holds
down the right tackle slot on the
first string forward wall. All of
these men will be playing their,
last season in a Clemson uniform.
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finals of the state tourney. He
1 Styptic Pencil
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was selected on the all-state football and baseball teams. That
Economy Dental
same year, "Nig" played end in
Cream
the Shrine Bowl football game
\
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V
which ended in a 0-0 deadlock
between two teams of North and
Free . . . Tube Gillette
South Carolina high school allstars.
TEK
After his graduation from high
Shaving Cream
school, "Nig" attended Carlisle
Tooth Brush
Military Academy in Batesburg
with every package of
Special
where he finished in 1943 after
one year of schooling.
In 1943 Griffith entered the
Army. He served his country for
three years, muph of this time
SILVER STAR
being spent in the European TheaDouble
Edge Blades
ter of Operations.
10 for
' "Nig" returned from the Army
in time to enter Clemson in 1946.
Rexall
He pitched the following spring
and again in 1948 when the Tigers
Antihistamine
went to the Eeastern semi-finals
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eran is expected to become a
Tax Included
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corps this year, his third varsity
season.
Camera accepts 8-exposure Kodak 828 Films. In stock here for
After his graduation from Clemonly $29.95; Flasholder, $11.08. Prices include Federal Tax.
son, where he is majoring in TexHALO
tile Manufacturing, "Nig" would
SHAMPOO
like to get a position as a coach
or a mill athletic director. Last
summer "Nig" experienced a similar job at Woodside Mills in
Greenville where he became one
of their starting hurlers.
However, another season lies
P. S. McCollum, Owner
Clemson, S. C.
j before this veteran, who is .exTHE REXALL STORE
pected to enjoy his best season
as a pitcher for the purple and
orange-clad men from Tigertown.! 4$&&&<%><%><%><&<i&^^
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body, shall be enacted into law, If such pro-i
posed legislation is vetoed by the Executive
committee, it shall be returned to the Assembly j
of Student Representatives, and it shall become
law if the veto is over-ridden as prescribed in
Article I, Section 8.
Section

Section

Ioda Lambda Sigma, industrial education fraternity, tapped 8 men
in a ceremony at a recent meeting. Formal initiation will be held
tonight at the Y'Cabin. Left to right, are: Professor M. W. Jones,
Clarence DuBose, B. J. Novit, John F. Varner, H. E. Morgan, and
Edward Smith. Two of the initiates were absent when the picture
was made.

(Continued from Page 5)
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3.

Section
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ARTICLE IV
The month of April shall be designated as elec- Section
tion month, and all nominations and elections
for officers prescribed in this Constitution shall
take place during this month, with the exception of the officers of the Freshman Class, and,
the representatives of the Freshman class on the!
Assembly of Student Representatives.
Nominations for the President and Vice-Presi- \ Section
dent of the Student Body and for the Senior
Council as provided for in Article I, Sections 4
and 7, and Article II, Section 5, shall be made;
not later than .the second Tuesday in April.
Elections for these offices shall be held not later
than the third Tuesday in April.
The class officers for each class shall consist'
of a President, a Vice-President, a Secretary,; Section
and a Treasurer. The President of each class1
shall have the power to call a meeting of each
individual class.
Nominations for the Sophomore Class officers
and Sophomore Representatives on the Assembly of Student Representatives shall be made f action
at a meeting of the rising Sophomore class and
all students who are first semester Sophomores
at that time. This meeting shall be' held not
later than the third Monday in April and shall
be supervised by the officers of the- present
Sophomore class. The number of candidates I
for each office shall be limited as prescribed in j
Article I, Section 4.
Nominations for the Junior class officers and
Junior Representatives on the Assembly of Student Representatives shall be made at a meeting of the rising Junior class and all students
who are first semester Juniors at that time. This
meeting shall be held not later than the third Section
Tuesday in April and shall be supervised by the
officers of the present Junior class. The number of candidates for each class office «hall be
limited as. prescribed in Article I, Section 4.
Section
Nominations for the Senior class officers and
Senior Representatives on the Assembly of Student Representatives shall be made at a meeting of the rising Senior class and all students
who are first semester Seniors at that time. This
meeting shall be held not later than the third
Thursday in April ( but not prior to the student
Body elections and shall be supervised by the
officers of the present Senior class. The number of candidates for each class office shall be
limited as .prescribed in Article I, Section 4.
Nominations for the Freshman class officers and
Freshman Representatives on the Assembly of
Student representatives shall be made at a
meeting of the Freshman class. This meeting
shall be held not later'than the first Tuesday

Eligibility for membership to the Senior Council is limited to students who are members of
the Senior Class at the time of entrance to such
office. Any member shall have a minimum
cumulative grade point ratio of 2.5.
Section 4. The,council shall draft its own rules and regulations. Any student brought before this
Council shall have the right to a hearing and
Defense Counsel if he so desires.
Section 5.
Section 5. Nominations for the Senior Council shall be
made at the meeting of the Student Body set
i-\A
forth under Article I, Section 4, and immediately following the nominations for candidates
for President and Vice-President of the Student Body, at which time those present will accept and vote upon such nominees. The number of candidates shall not exceed fifteen (15)
and shall be reduced to that number if necessary by a secret ballot before the termination of Section 6.
that meeting. The fifteen (15) nominees receiving the highest number of votes shall be
candidates for election. Each student present
shall vote for not more than seven (7) nominees.
Section 6. Election of Senior Council members shall be held
at the same time as that for the offices of President and Vice-President of the Student Body.
Section 7. The officers of the Senior Council shall consist
of a Chairman, a Vice-Chairman, and a Secretary who shall be, elected by the members of Section 7.
the Senior Council. This election shall be held
before the first day of May at a special meeting
which shall be called and supervised by the
President of the Student Body.
Section 8. The term of office-of the members of the Senior
Council shall'commence in September followCLASSIFIED
ing the election in the preceding April and shall
expire at the end of the school year.
Section

1.

Section

2.

Section

.

fftej
-

Section
*
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ARTICLE III
All legislative power herein granted shall be
vested in an assembly of Student Representatives.
The Assembly of Student Representatives shall
consist of three (3) duly elected representatives
from each class and twenty (20) representatives
elected by the Council of Club Presidents from
its members. The officers of the Assembly of
Student Representatives shall consist of a
Speaker and a Secretary who shall be elected
by members of the Assembly.
The Speaker
Pro-Tempore shall be the Vice-President of the
Student Body as provided for in Article I, Section 5.
After completion of nominations for class officers of each class, the floor shall be opened for
nominations of that Class's representatives on
the Assembly of Student Representatives. The
number of candidates shall not exceed six (6)
and shall be reduced to that number if necessary
by a secret ballot before the termination of the
meeting. The six (6) nominees receiving the
highest number of votes shall be candidates for
election. Each student present shall vote for
not more than three (3) nominees.
Any proposed legislation shall be introdueed
by any member of the Assembly of Student
Representatives, and furthermore, it shall be
the duty of each member of this body to represent the students to the best of his abilities. Any
measure brought before the Assembly shall be
discussed by its members and a simple majority shall be required for its passage. In the
event that any proposed legislation is rejected
by this body, it shall be deemed null and void
unless reintroduced and accepted at some future date. In the event that any proposed legislation has been accepted by the Assembly, it
shall be immediately forwarded to the Executive Committee, and upon its approval by that

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

in October. This meeting shall be called by
the President of the Student Body and shall be
under the direction of the Elections Board.
Election of these officers shall be held not later
than the second Tuesday in October. The number of candidates for each class office shall be
limited as prescribed in Article I, Section 4.
Elections for the Sophomore, the Junior, and
the Senior class: officers and their respective
members on the Assembly of Student Representatives shall be held on the same day and not
later than the fourth Thursday in April. Such
elections shall not be held before the nominations for these offices have been completed.
After the completion of all elections, except
those specified in Article IV, Section 7, the President of the Student Body shall call a meeting
of the Council of Club Presidents, and at this
meeting, the Council of Club Presidents shall
elect twenty (20) representatives to the Assembly of Student Representatives as set forth
in Article III, • Section" 2.
No student shall hold simultaneously more than
one office in the Student Government. The term
"Student Government" shall.be construed to
include only the Senior Council, the Executive
Committee, and the Assembly of Student Representatives.
In the event that a vacancy occurs on the Senior
-Council, the President of the Student Body
shall immediately initiate proceedings for an
election to fill the vacancy. In the event that
a vacancy occurs on the Assembly of Student
Representatives, the. class President or the
Council of Club Presidents, whichever is concerned, shall immediately initiate proceedings
for an election to fill the vacancy. In nominations to fill post(s) vacated by class representatives, the number of candidates for each post
shall not be more than two (2) and shall be reduced to this number if necessary by the method provided in Article I, Section 4.
All election procedure shall be approved by and
shall be under the direction of the Elections
Board which shall consist of five (5) students
appointed by the Executive Committee.
The Elections Board shall be responsible for the
enforcement of the following rules:
1. Voting shall be by secret ballot, and all ballots shall be printed.
2. The ballot boxes for elections shall be open
only between the. hours of 8:30 o'clock a. m.
and 7 o'clock p. m. on the day of the election.
3. The counting and tabulation shall be accomplished by the Elections Board immediately following the closing of the polls, and
no votes shall be counted before that time.
4. No election official, while on duty, shall attempt to influence a voter.
5. No one shall attempt to solicit votes for a
candidate within the immediate vicinity of
-the polls.
6. All members of the Elections Board shall be

Section

1.

Section

1.

present when the votes are counted.
7. All ballots shall be placed in the office of the
President of the College for a period of twenty-four (24) hours after they have been
counted. At any time during this period any
candidate may demand and receive a rer
count. The post(s) shall be filled by the
candidate (s) receiving the highest number
of votes.
ARTICLE V
Any member of the Executive of Legislative
branches of the Student Government shall be
subject to impeachment. Impeachment proceedings shall be initiated in the Assembly of Student Representatives and shall be handled in
the manner prescribed for any proposed legislation with the exception that a two-thirds (2-3)
absolute majority shall be required for its
passage.
ARTICLE IV
The Legislative Branch of the Student Government, whenever two-thirds (2-3) absolute
majority of the Assembly of Student Representatives shall deem it necessary, shall propose
amendments to this Constitution. Such proposed amendments shall be published in the
"Tiger" at least twice before being submitted
for ratification by the Student Body. Such
ratification shall be obtained when a two-thirds
(2-3) absolute majority of the Student Body
votes' in its favor. Such majority shall be obtained by ballot or petition.
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(Continued from Page 7)
more victories than in^ last year's campaign. A great deal or
the Tig supporters who saw Saturday's intra-squad fray
thought that the def&ise was greatly improved over the previous season, however, they also felt that an intra-squad game
isn't always* a good indication of how strong a defense will be
when it is up against the right opposition. Despite the feeling of uncertainty among some of the supporters I believe
the Tigers have enough on the,ball to better the 1949 season's
number of wins.
e
.

Trailing The Tiger
(Continued from Page 6)
Clemson grid standout and professional wrestler, is doing the
promoting and promises a good card for this Friday night
The bouts will be at the City Center on North Main Street.
The main event matches Pappy Gault, Southern bantamweight champion from Spartanburg, and Don Smith, of
Charlotte. This will be a ten round bout, and those of you
who haven't seen Gault in actton shouldn't miss this one.
First bout at eight (8) o'clock.
,
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CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME
at

MAYFAIR GRILL
BLUE ROOM AVAILABLE FOR BANQUETS

FOR BEST BUYS in Kelvinator
Refrigerators, Electric Stoves,
Kalamazoo Gas Stoves, Thor and
Duchess Washing Machines, see L.
H. Fry at Prefab 340.
ALL INVESTERS in 1940 Ford
call at Room 8-404 to recover
your money Monday or Tuesday
afternoon next- week. Sales not
up to expectations. Bring your
receipts.

—flBBOtfS^
SENECA. S.C

CLEMSON
THEATRE
CLEMSON, S. C.

Fri. and Sat.,
March 24, 25
'DAKOTA LI L'
with
Rod Cameron
Marie Winsor
*

Monday & Tuesday
March 27, 28
'MOTHER DIDN'T
TELL ME'
with
Dorothy McGuire
William Lundigan

•

Students at Clemson

LOOK SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

CADET LAUNDRY
Frank Dillard, Mgr.

J

Wed. & Thurs.
'BLUE LAGOON'
starring
Jean Simmons
*

"FOR THE BEST IN
ENTERTAINMENT"

"By Recent National Survey

/
/

